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E VALUJAT ION

1. This report is the Final Report o the contract. It covers

research done on impurity absorption in infrared . 'Irly transparent

materials during the period 1 April 1975 to 31 'krch 1977. The

objective of the work is to study the causes of re.. dual absorption

in potential high power laser window materials, particularly alkali

"-halides and to devise optical techninue-; for quantitatively measuring

concentrations of low level impurities and for identifying species

which are responsible for optical absorption at key high power

laser frequencies. A new approach to measuring surface absorption

losses utilizing optically guided surface waves was developed which

m.iy lead to identification of impurity losses in antireflection

coatings for laser windows. Coating lsses are row believed in

many cases to be the limiting fac-,:or in developing environmentally

and optically sound high enegy laser, windows.

2. The above work is of value since it provides the basic knowledge

and understanding required to improve present materials which are

candidates for high power laser -,indows and optical coatings.
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Chapter I

I NTRODUJCT ION

Vibrational modes of impurities and defects in alkali halides have

been the subject of study for nearly fifty years. Maslakowez1 first

studied internal vibrational modes of impurities in alkali halides in

19328. A few years later the first defect-induced lattice absorption
2=

was observed in diamond by Robertson et al. 2  The first observation of
3I

a local mode occurred in 1958~ and since then there has been a flurry

of experimental and theoretical activity in the field of defect- and

impurity-induced absorption in alkali halides. References to most off

the work done on disordered solids can be found in a comprehensive
41

L ~review article by Barker and Sievers.4

Many of the optical studies of impurity and defect absorption

have taken place in the far infrared spectral region. More recently,

towever, there has been a shift in interest from the far infrared to the

near infrared spectral region. The need for optical components for high

power lasers has led to a concerted effort to understand impurity

absorption in the near ir especially in the spectral regions in which

high power yas lasers operate (CO2 ", 9-11 ýim CO ,, 5-5. 3 pmn,

OF ,. 3.6-4.1 pin, HF 2.6-3.4 pmn).

A number of materials are theoretically suitable for use as

highly transparent ir optics. Among these, alkali halides possess the

best absorption properties around 10 jin. However, the residual

absorption measured in alkali halides for the most part has not been

intrinsic, i.e. the absorption is due to impurities rather than to



2

k- multiphonon processes intrinsic to a perfect lattice. It is the

L elin,4nation of the extrinsic absorption that has attracted the

attention of many researchers. The first ultrapure alkali halides
I5

to be studied experimentally in the 10 pm region were KCI and KBr. 5 ' 6

KC1 and KBr along with NaCl are the only alkali halides seriously

considered for use as ir laser windows because although heavier

salts such as KI should have lower ir absorption coefficients, they

also possess poorer mechanical properties.
F• Perhaps one weakness in these recent studies on infrared absorp-
K

tion in alkali halides is the empirical nature of most investigations.

V Numerous crystal growing and purification techniques have been tried

in order to reduce existing absorption coefficients and some of them

have been successful. However, very little work has been done to

understand the interaction between ippurities, the host lattices and

ir radiation. Knowledge of such interactions will not only give a

good indication of what impurities should be considered (i.e., small

molecules vs. large molecules vs. monatomic impurities, 2-dimensional

vs. 3-dimensional impurities, etc.) in further purification attempts,

but will also aid in understanding how residual impurities will behave

in the presence of ii!ense external radiation fields.

This thesis describes some of the work done on the Infrared Window

Project at Cornell University and is divided into two major sections.

The first section (Chapter II) deals with the study of the extrinsic

absorption in KBr crystals in the 9-11 lm spectral region. In "pure"
-3 -1 i~

crystals these absorptions are extremely small (<10 cml) and

gt
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therefore special techniques are required to be able to detect such

low levels of absorption. A laser calorimeter has been constructed

to measure the miniscule losses in KBr crystals in the vicinity of 10

Pin. Both bulk and surface absorption are of interest and both are

P, monitored using calorimetric techniques. The effects of various puri-

fication, growing, and surface preparation techniques on the 10 Pim

absorption coefficient of KBr are also investigated. Divalent alkaline

earth impurities are purposely doped into KBr crystals (which increases

F the structural strength of the crystals) and the effect on the absorp-

tion coefficient is studied. The 10 jim absorption of other alkali

halides is also investigated and it is found that all the alkali

halides studied thus far exhibit anomalous bulk and surface absorption

coefficients near 9.8 UAm.

The second section (Chapter III) of the thesis is devoted to a

much more basic problem. The interaction of an impurity-lattice system

with C02 laser radiation is investigated. Various alkali halides were

purposely doped with ReO4 molecules which enter the lattice substitu-

tionally in place of a halide ion. The absorption properties of the vi internal vibrational mode of the ReO - impurity molecules were studied

in the 10 Umn region as a function of temperature and laser intensity.

We found that the v3 absorption of ReQ4 in a KI lattice can be

3 -

ReO moleciuies in alkali halides serve as ideal model systems for
las~r studies of impurity-lattice interactions. The ReQ - molecule
is easily doped into nearly all alkali halides and possefses an
infrared active vibrational mode in the CO2 laser tuning range.

2:
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K for sufficiently high laser intensity. The threshold saturation

intensity decreases as the sample temperature is lowered. Partial

saturation of the same vibrational mode of ReO4  in a KBr matrix at

100 K has also been observed. To the best of our knowledge this repre-

sents the first observation of saturation of An internal vibrational

model of an impurity embedded in a solid matrix. From the saturation

data the vibrational excited state lifetimes of the Re0 4- impurities

can be determined and lifetimes as low as 10 picoseconds can be

measured using a Q-switched CO2 laser putting out pulses greater i.han

500 nsec long. The results of such measurements, as well as the

theoretical background,are presented in Chapter III.

Chapter III also contains a section describing a series of

puzzling effects observed in the KI + ReO4  samples. The effects

observed are pulse attenuation and reshaping processes in which a

variety of pulses (some as long as several milliseconds, others as

short as 1 psec are attenuated and distorted by the sample at low

temperatures (<18 K). There is a distinct threshold incident intensity

(,500 kW/cm ) associated with these effects which is slightly tempera-

ture dependent (it is about 100 kW/cm2 lower for the 5-15 K region than

for the 1.3-5 K and 15-18 K regions). Below this threshold intensity

transmitted pulses are undistorted while pulses with peak intensities

greater than the threshold intensity are reshaped into multiply-peaked

or flat-topped pulses. A variety of processes are investigated as

possible explanations for these pulse-reshaping effects.

The studies described in this thesis have also been fruitful from
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a technical standpoint. Numerous technical difficulties such as low
temperature 10 um window seals and Q-switching of very weak CO2 laser

lines were overcome to make these projects successful.

Not all the contributions to the Infrared Laser Window Project

have been included in this thesis. For example, ultra-transparent

protective surface coatings for high power laser optics have attracted

nearly as much attention as the study of bulk materials. Our novel

contribution to this field is described in reference 7.

More detailed description of the contents of the subsequent

chapters can be found in the introduction to each chapter.U;
t :i'

LI(
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Chapter II

ULTRATRANSPARENT CRYSTALS AND LASER CALORIMETRY

A. Introduction

The study of highly transparent materials for high power laser
9

applications has evolved fairly rapidly over the past few years. rhe

transparent nature of these materials necessitated the development of

"F" new measurement techniques to detect miniscule absorptions. The work-

horse of the techniques '(and the one used in our laboratory) is laser

calorimetry. Laser calorimetry is in principle a very straightforward

measuring technique requiring only a cw laser and calorimeter. Tne

experimental technique as well as the details of the calorimeter are

described in the first section of this chapter. This will be followed

by a section describing the cw and quasi-cw laser source (in our case

a CO2 laser) used in the calorimetry experiments. The third section

describes the efforts to produce highly transparent KBr crystals for

the 10 um spectral region. The effects of various crystal purification

and growing techniques on the 10 Um absorption coefficient are investi-

gated. Two other alkali halides, KI and FbCl, are also briefly studied.

One of the most interesting general results of these investigations is

that all alkali halides measured thus far exhibit the same anomalous

surface and bulk absorptions near 9.8 pim.

B. Calorimetry

Since conventional spectroscopic techniques are not suitable for

measuring very low absorption coefficients (a < 10 3) numerous techniques

.,. 6



have been developed to detect mtiniscule losses in highly transparent
I10

optical materials. 10  These techniques can be divided into two broad

classes: direct loss methods 10 "17 and calorimetric methods. 10 '18 23

The sensitivities of the various techniques are tabulated in Table II-I

taken from Hordvik. 24  Of all the techniques laser calorimetry25 "3 0 isI the most popular. The method is fairly straightforward and yields

reproducible data when properly employed.

A schematic diagram of a laser calorimetry experiment is shown

in Figure II-l. The sample is irradiated by a cw laser beam and the

sample temperature is meazired by a thermocouple and recorded as a

function of time. A typical temperature vs. time curve is shown in

Figure 11-2. The absorption is related to the temperature change of the

sample by the following formula. 26 28

d CL se) + TdT ( 2n
LPt Tl  TI n241

where m = mass of sample

c = specific heat of sample

L = sample length

n = index of refraction of sample

P= power transmitted through sample

LT rise) = slope of the heating curve at temperature ,T
dt1BTi

Tl

dT decay) = the absolute value of the slope of the cooling curve

T ai at temperature Tl
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Table II-I

State of the Art sensitivities

Bulk Absorption (after Hordvlk)

Routine PolsibI e

Emittance 10 1-0~ cmC l -10 ~ cm

-4 5-6 -1
Thermocouple Calorimetry 16-0 1 cm 10 cm-

Photoacoustic Calorimetry 10-.4_0- cm-1  10-6 cm-~

D..Interf. Calorimetry 0 cmic 5 cfF.-6 -1
A.C. Interf. Calorimetry 10 cm,

Coating and Surface Absorption

&otn Possible

Transmission 1 -o

4 ~ -6 7

I. ~Photoacoustic Calorimetry 10~-1 0
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This is the basic formula used in laser calorimetry to determine bulk

absorption coefficients. However, it should be noted that common processes

such as scattered laser radiation and surface absorption are ignored in

this treatment. These processes will be treated in more detail later.

For accurate calorimetric results the sample should be isolated from

its surroundings as much as possible. This is achieved by mounting the

sample in a calorimeter (a box which minimizes room convection currents

and thermal fluctuations). Calbrimeters vary greatly in size, shape and

complexity. However for extremely sensitive measurements a vacuum

calorimetpr is the most appropriate. Figure 11-3 shows a schematic

diagram ot the vacuum laser calorimeter used in our measurements. The

sample is suspended on nylon threads in the center of the calorimeter.

A shielded reference stnple is mounted on four nylon screws in the corner

of the calorimeter. One junclion of a differential thermocouple (either
dE J

copper vs. contantan, 41 pV,'K at room temperature or iron vs.

constai'tan, 2 n 52 ,aV/K at room temperature) is attached to the sample

by either a nylon thread or by spring loading. A dab of silicon grease

establishes good thermal corntact between the sample and the thermocouple. t.

The other theriocouple junction is attached to a reference cyystal and
the wires from the two jurnctions are directed out of the calorimeter

through a vacuum feedthrough. Scattered radiation from the vacuum windows

is minimized by mounting polished salt windows at Brewster's angle on tubes

leading into the vacuum chamber. The long narrow tubes are blackened to

absorb any scattere a ,adiation from the windows. Further isolation of the

sample from scattered light is provided by irises between the sample and

the windows and focusing lens. The walls of the calorimeter are blackened

di___
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to suppress any stray radiation within the vacuum chamber. Typically a

vacuum of better than .1 torr is maintained during measurements.

The experimental arrangement described above is sufficient to measure

temperature slopes (i.e. at) of about 106Kisec. For typical laser

powers this sets the minimum detectable ot , 10 b6 cnC1. This is Lo~n-

siderably lower than any of the absorption coefficients measured thus far

in our laboratory.

As mentioned previously there are two processes that can significantly

affect calorimetric data. One of these is laser radiation scattered

directly to the thermocouple (the scattering can occur from the sample

itself or from optical components in the system). Such direct-scattering

of laser light to the thermocouple is accompanied by an anomalously fast

temperature rise when the laser is turned on followed by an equally
F3

sudden drop in temperature when the laser is turned off3 (see Figure

11-4). If the scattering originates outside the sample then it is

assumed that the scattering contribution to the thermal rise and decay is

constant, i.e. a dc level shift, and the slopes are unaffected. However,

if the scattering is produced at the sample surface or in the sample bulk,

some of the scattered radiation will be trapped and absorbed in the sample.

This will no longer produce merely a dc level shift but will change the

slopes and hence the measured absorption coefficient (see Figure 11-5).

Because of this non-negligible effect of scattered laser radiation on

measured values of Ca there is great emphasis placed on minimizing scatter-

ing by means of irises, absorbing calorimeter walls, etc.

The second problem that is becoming more prevalent is surface
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absorption. Improved purification techniques have lowered bulk absorp-I

tion coefficients of many materials to very low levels and therefore

surface absorptions become important or even dominant absorption mechanism

in some crystals. There are two ways to calorimetrically distinguish

[ between bulk and surface absorptions but both techniques have drawbacks

that make them somewhat less than satisfactory.

The first technique involves making calorimetric absorption measure-

ments as a function of sample length.1  One assumes that

atoa L = abulk + 2a where a is the surface loss. A plot of

att ~L vs. L will be a straight line with slope abl and intercept

t extrapolating to L =0) equal~to 2a. Figure 11-6 shows two plots of

absorbed power vs. sample length. In Figure II-6a the extrapolated lie

passes through the origin indicatinci no surface absorption. Figure II-6b

shows a sample with a surface absorption of 2x003 per surface. There

are two drawbacks to this technique. First of all, a great deal of time

is required to repeat the measurements for a number of different sample

lengths. Secondly, there is no guarantee that for every sample length

the surface will be prepared identically. This will give rise to surfaces

of differing absorption and scattering properties.

A second technique developed by Hass et al.3 separates bulk

absorption form surface absorption by exploiting the low thermal con-

ductivity of insulators (in particular, alkali halides). By using a lorg

sample (V7 cm) -,'th a thermocouple attached in the middle portion of the

long dimension the thermal diffusion from absorbing end faces will arrive

at the thermocouple later than the thermal diffusion from the bulk of the :

sample. The heating curve will then consist of two parts (see Figure 11-71).j
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Figure 11-6. a) Fractional power absorbed as a function of length.
The slope of the straight line is equal to the bulk

absorption coefficient (a = 2.4x0-4 cm-). The inter-
cept at the origin indicates no surface absorption.
b) Fractional power absorbed as a function of length.
The slope corresponds to a bulk absorption of

1.5xlO 4 cm". The intercept corresponds to 20 = .004
or a surface loss of 2xWO-/surface.
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The initial slope will be due to bulk heating. At some la-er time
.(t _ (V /6K where L = sample length, K = thermal diffusivity of sample)

the heat from the end faces will arrive at the thermocouple and the slope

of the. heating curve will increase. However, to compute the surface loss

the heat transfer coefficient must also be determined and three-dimensional

heat flow equations must be solved. This involves measurements using

multiple thermocouples to measure sample temperatures at a number of

different point on the crystal.

In summary, the multiple-length technique suffers from the numerous

presumably non-identical surface preparations on the sample as the lengthI' is changed. On the other hand, the measurements and calculations are

quite straightforward. In the " technique the measurements and

V_ the calculations are more complex but only one sample needs to be measured

I• and there is no longer any problem with non-identical surface preparations.

C. CO2 Laser: Modified Apollo cw Laser

The laser source used for the calorimetry experiments is a modified

fApollo 550 tunable CO2 laser. This section describes the construction and

cw and quasi-cw characteristics of this laser. The theory behind the CO2

laser is briefly described in Appendix I.

1. Construction

An Apollo 550 CO2 laser was extensively modified to provide line

tunable cw, puled-current, Q-switched and pulsed-discharge Q-switched

output. In addition, the output mirror was mounted on piezoelectric

translator (PZT) to provide approximately 100 MHz of tunability on each

For example, this time for a 10 cm KCl crystal is about 80 sec.

* * . .
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line. A .chematic diagram of the modified cw laser is shown in Figure

11-8 and Table 11-2 lists the specificiations of the laser. Premixed gas

18% N2 , 6% CO2, 76% He at ^20 torr enters the laser tube in the middle and
is removed by larger pump lines at both ends of the tube. The discharge

passes between the pin anode at the middle of the tube and two cylindrical

cathodes mounted concentrically with the laser tube one on each end. Two

adjustable ZnSe windows mounted on bellows at Brewster's angle complete

the laser tube. The optical cavity is completed at one end by one of two

gratings. The first is a 75 line/mm, 10.6 .im blaze angle grating. The

second is a 120 line/mm, 9.6 Pm blaze angle grating. The 120 line/rm

grating provides higher resolution as well as provides cw laser output on

P and R branches of both the (000llO0) and (00ol-02O0) bands. The

75 line/mm grating does not provide cw lasxr output on the R branch of

the (0001-0200) band. All the operating characteristics of thes CO2

laser presented henceforth were measured with the 120 line/mm grating.

At the other end of the optical cavity is a 5-meter radius of curvature

[{ .coated Ge mirror whose transmission curve in the 10 pim region is shown in

Figure 11-9. The output mirror is mounted on a Lansing model 21.937

piezoelectric translator. Application of 0-1600 V to the PZT translates

the mirror 0-16.4 ii.m with a linearity of about 5%. A Lansing model 80.214

lock-in stabilizer provides a variety of voltage ramps and modulations for

this PZT. In addition, frequency stabilization of the CO2 laser can be

achieved by means of the lock-in stabilizer. The laser tube, ZnSe

windows and grating are water cooled and the output mirror, grating, and

laser tube are all mounted on a granite slab for cavity length stability.

MJI
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Table 11-2

Specifications of Modified Apollo CO2 Laser

Active Length LA - 112 cm

Total Cavity Length LC - 167 cm

Bore Diameter DT - 6 mm

Radius of Curvature of Output Mirror R -5 m

Transmission of Output Mirror See Figure 11-9

g-factor: 1 - Lc/R g = .67

Fresnel Number: D 2/4 L N = .51-.56
T LCN=.5-6

TEMo0 Output Beam Diameter d = 6 mm

Beam Divergence (full angle) 0 e 2.2 mrad
Beam Waist Diameter dw =5.4 mm

IV
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Figure H1-9. Transmission vs. frequency of output coupling
mirror on the Apollo laser.
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One additional important feature of the laser is the external (to

the power supply) control over the discharge provided by the EXT ON-OFF

connector on the laser power supply. A +12 V signal applied to this

connector turns the discharge off. This feature facilitates control of

L pulse widths, dead times, etc., by means of an external pulse generator.

The impoitance of this feature will be more obvious later in the thesis.

2. cw and Pulsed Optical Characteristics

The modified Apollo laser is a line tunable TEMo~ single frequency

laser. Figures 11-10 to 11-12 show the power outputs of the modified

laser in the cw, chopped (10% duty cycle), and pulsed (1% duty cycle)

modes of operation respectively. Seventy-two lines lase in cw operation

with 52 lines stronger than 10 W. The strongest line has a power output

of 21.5 W. In chopped-current operation lasing occurs on 97 lines with

91 lines having peak powers greater than 10 W. The strongest line has

peak power output of 73 W. Pulsed-current operation has 90 lasing lines

of which 75 have peak powers greater than 50 W. The P(20) line has a

pulsed output peak power of about 170 W. It is evident that the efficiency

and output power of the laser are greatly enhanced when operated in the

chopped or pulsed modes. This effect is discussed in Appendix I. The

additional lasing lines in chopped and pulsed operation are also note-

worthy.

A photograph of the output pulse shape in the chopped mode is shown

in Figure 11-13. The relative heights of the main peak and the trailing

shoulder can be varied by changing the discharge current. At lower currents

the main peak becomes weaker and has a slower rise time. At higher currents
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Figure TT-10. Maximum cw output power of modified Apollo
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Figure II-13. Photograph of CO- pulse from the modified
Apollo laser operating in the chopped mode
(.2 msec/div).
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the ratio of the peak to shoulder heights is -.2 to 1. Figure 11-14 shows

a photograph of the output pulse when the laser is operated in the

pulsed mode. The pulse shape is much more uniform than the chopped-mode

pul ses.

D. Sample Preparation

Complete descriptions of the growth, purification and preparation of

alkali halide crystals are given in references 34-36 and only a brief

summary will be given in this section.

Two crystal growing techniques were used, the Czochralski seed-

pulling method which was by far the most common, and the Bridgman tech-

nique. Crystals oriented along (111] direction were produced by both

techniques while [lO0]-oriented crystals were grown using the Czochralski

technique. Both types of growths produced 7-10 cm-long crystals; the

Czochralski-grown crystals had an approximately square cross section about

1.5 cm on a side while the Bridgeman crystals had circular cross sections

1.8 cm in diameter. Some crystals grown by the Czochralski method were

doubly grown. After the first pull was completed the crystal was remelted

in a new crucible and another crystal was grown from this melt. The de-

tails of this growth technique are found in reference 34.

The starting material for the KBr crystals is Merck Suprapur KBr

with impurity levels as listed in reference 34. This starting material

was often purified before the crystals were grown. 34  The most common

purification method consists of melting the salt and bubbling a reactive
Sgas, e.g. Br2 " C 4 , etc., through the molten salt. The material is

then cooled and transferred to the crystal growing furnaces.

L 1 ._ ___
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The surfaces of the samples used in the calorimetry experiments

were either cleaved or polished. The polishing procedure is as follows.

The ends of the crystal are removed by cleaving or stringsawing. The ends

are then polished using a South Bay Technology Model 151 Crystal Facing

Instrument35 and a solvent of Fisher Absolute Methanol. After achieving

a satisfactory surface finish the crystal is rinsed in anhydrous-ether

and then dried. The final surface finish usually had an orange-pe1 ,

appearance and on occasion was milky rather than transparent. The cause

of this milkines5 is not known and repolishing seemed to be the only way

to improve the surface finish. The effects of the orange-peel surface i.;

not known but our results indicate that cleaved surfaces are much better

than the polished one as far as scatterin,, and surface absorption are

concerned.

E. Results

The absorption coefficient as a function of frequency (930-1050 cml)

was measured calorimetrically for all the crystals puý'ified and grown in

the variety of ways mentioned in the previous section. Table 11-3

summarizes the various results. Not all crystals that were measured are

included in this table because many crystals prepared ir. the same way

yielded similar results and therefore are omitted from this listing. The

first column lists the crystal by number. The second column gives a brief

description Gf purification techniques and surface preparation. The third

and fourth columns list the minimum and maximum bulk absorption coefficients

measured for each crystal between 930 cm- and 1050 cm-I. The fifth and

sixth columns list the minimum and maximum surface absorption coefficient

!iLL ........
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for each crystal. No entry in these columns indicates no available data.

Although many different types of purification and growth techniques

were tried for KBr the end results were remarkably similar. Although there

were large variations in the magnitude of the absorption coefficients, the

shape of a vs. frequency plots was for the most part the same. A typical

plot of a vs. frequency is shown in Figure 11-15. The absorption

coefficient increases with increasing frequency to a maximum value around

1030 cm and then appears to decrease around 1050 cm-l. This behavior

is anomalous in that it does not agree with existing theories 5 , 3 7-39 of

intrinsic multiphonon absorption which predict absorption coefficients

that decrease exponentially with increasing frequency. This behavior in

KBr is probably not an artifact of our crystal growing and preparation

techniques because an almost identical behavior was observed in KCI by

Hass et al. The similarity between our KBr data superposed on Hass' KCI

data (Figure 11-16) is quite remarkable. At this stage the similarity in

absorption coefficients must be considered coincidental but some evidence

which suggests the contrary will be presented later.

One possible source of this anomalous absorption rise at higher

frequency could be scattering from microscopic bubbles or defects in the

samples. In order to rule out scattering which presumably exhibits (1/X) 4

power law frequency dependence, an absorption measurement was made using

a CO laser (1-5.3 Ium). If in fact there was scattering present, the CO
measurement should yield a larger value for the absorption coefficient.

The result of the measurement is shown in Figure II-17. The absorption

coefficient at 1896 cm- 1 is 1.3xlO- 4 cm"I indicating that the cause of the

.J
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frequency dependence of the absorption near 10 Ujm is presumably some type

of resonance absorption rather than a scattering mechanism.

The nature (i.e., bulk vs. surface) of the absorption resonance near

9.8 prn was determined by length-dependent measurements of fractional power

absorbed as discussed previously.' Typical results are shown in Figure

11-18. The open circles represent surface absorption and the closed cir-

cles represent bulk absorption. However, the bulk absorption still fails

to show any significant decrease with increasing frequency indicating that

some impurity absorption still exists in the bulk. In fact, in most

-1
crystals the bulk absorption exhibits a small maximum at 1030 cm

Similar results were obtained in Hass' KCl measurements.

The anomalous frequency dependence of the bulk and surface absorp-

tion coefficients encouraged us to try double grown crystals which would

hopefully reduce the impurity content of the samples. This was not to be,

however; the bulk absorption coefficients ranged between 4x10_4 cm-1 and

7x10_4 cm-1 with a small resonance near 1030 cm-1. The surface absorption

rangd fom 3104 surace o 1x10/surface with the maximum occurring

at 1030 cnf1  It was then thought that perhaps impurities segregated from

the melt into the crystal leaving the leftover melt from the first growth

exceptionally pure. This theory was tested by growing a crystal from

leftover melt material. These crystals had bulk absorption coefficients

ranging between 7x104 cm- and 23x104 cm . Surface absorption if any

was masked by the large bulk absorption. It is quite puzzling that both

doubly grown crystals and crystals grown from leftover melt material

exhibit remarkably high absorption. The only difference is in the major
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source of the absorption, i.e. the absorption in the doubly grown sample

is dominated by surface absorption whereas the "leftover Ielt" crystal

absorption appears to be in the bulk. These results are left unexplained.

Reactive atmosphere processing of the starting material was tried

in an attempt to remove some of the impurities from the KBr before growth

of the crystals. The starting materials were treated with either CCI 4 or

Br2 in the procedure described in references 34 and 35. The crystals

gvrown from Br2 -treated material all haO bulk absorption coefficients

around 3-7x10 4 cm 1 . The big improvement came in the surface absorption

coefficient which was typically in the neighborhood of 10-4 /surface. The

crystals grown from CCl 4 -treated material were generally inferior to the

Br2 -treated crystals. Many of the samples had visible bubbles as well as

macroscopic bits of carbon embedded randomly throughout. Those that did

not possess these faults had bulk absorption coefficients slightly higher

than the Br2 -treated crystals. Unfortunately large surface absorption
-4I

coefficients (W5xlO /surface) were present in all of the C4-treated

crystals. The CCl 4 -processing was attempted a number of times with little

variation in end results.

A significant improvement in the 10 um absorption properties of

Br2-treated KBr came about when the Czochralski-grown crystals were pulled a
i2

factor of 3 more slowly (<I cm/hr as opposed to the typical 2.5 cm/hr).

The bulk absorption coefficient was measured to be about 1.2xlO" cm1l.

The absorption resonance at 1030 cm" was significantly smaller and sur-

face absorption was also reducid to negligible levels. The only explana-

tion for this improvement is that the slowly grown crystals are

structurally better (not as many defects) than the conventionally grown
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crystals. More structural perfection can explain better absorption
I.-

properties in both the bulk and on the surface.

A comparison of various surface preparations was made. Samples

were first cleaved and absorption measurements were made. Then the

sample would be polished as described in Section D and remeasured.

This procedure could be repeated a number of times on long samples and

in this way the effect of various polishing solvents on the absorption

can be determined. Without exception the lowest surface absorption

coefficients were measured in samples with cleaved ends. Any type of

surface treatment produced higher surface absorption coefficients.

The effect of using different polishing solvents was minimal. The sur-

face absorption coefficient of a polished sample can be restored to its

initial "cleaved" value by cleaving the polished ends of the crystal.

The HBr etching procedure suggested by and demonstrated by Hass

et al. was attempted only once. The results were unsuccessful because

the samples cracked when they were placed in fuming HBr. This procedure
warrants further investigation because of its successful implementation

at NRL. 40

An interesting set of experiments toas performed to determine the

effects of crystal orientation ([I1] vs. [lO0]) and growth technique

(Czochralski vs. Bridgeman) on absorption properties of KBr crystals at

10 11m. Crystals for the orientation test were grown by the Czochralski

method. Crystals for the growth test were all grown along the (111]

direction. Except for the directionality in the one case and the growth

technique in the other, the crystals were treated identically. They were

4
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grown from the same batch of starting materials and were cut and polished

in the same way. In the test for optimum orientation the [111] crystals

had bulk absorption coefficients between 3x10 4 cm 1 and 8x10"4 cm"1

with the characteristic rise in absorption with increasing frequency.

The surface absorption coefficient is quite small (N3xlO /surface). The

[100] crystals on the other hand had bulk absorption coefficients rangingý

between 4x10 4 cm 1 and 9x10 4 cm 1 . The surface absorption coefficients

were huge (>l0-lxl0'surface).

The results of- the gro3"th-technique test were equally interesting.

The Czochralski [111] crystals were described in the previous paragraph.

The Bridgman [111] crystals on the other hand had bulk absorption

coefficients as low as. x10" cm" 1 and no higher than 2x10"4 cm- 1 at

1030 cm 1 . These crystals also had no detectable surface absorption.

The results of these two tests are very instructive and, in hind-

sight, exactly what one would expect. The (111] direction should be

better than the [100] direction because the density of atoms looking

down a [111] direction is greater than down a [100] direction. This

should presumably yield better surface properties. The Bridgnan

technique is a 24-hr growth and it was already demonstrated that slow

growths produce better crystals than fast growths. In addition to this,

the crystals in the Bridgman furnace are more-or-less annealed as they

are grown. The effects of annealing on 10 um absorption in KBr are not

known but the absorption properties are most likely improved if a

crystal is annealed.

The 10 um absorption properties of several crystals of KI were
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investigated. The starting material from which the KI crystals were

grown was not pretreated nor were any special growth techniques (e.g.
slow grnwth) used. The absorption coefficients were surprisingly low

and comparable to KBr grown from Br2 -treated starting material. The bulk

absorption •coefficient increased from 3.6xl 0 cml at 931 cm" to

6xlO" 4 cm" 1 at 1050 cm 1. The surface absorption was small but did

exhibit the 9.8 Pm resonance.

The absorption resonance in the vicinity of 9.8 urm has now been

6
observed in three potassium halides: KCI, KBr, and KI. To investigate

whether this effect might be due to the potassium ions 'e.g. impurity-

potassium complexes) a pure RbCl crystal was investigated. If the

absorption resonaefe at 9.8 um is due to the potassium ions, then in

RbC1 the effect should presumably be shifted or nonexistent. However,

this is not the case. The sample exhibited an increasing bulk

absorption coefficient (5xWO 4 cm" at 931 cmI to 15xlO 4 cm" at 1050

cm- 1 ) as well as a dramatic resonance in the surface absorption

coefficient. This behavior seems to exclude a potassium complex as the

obvious culprit and indicates that this absorption resonance might be

common to all alkali halides. This point needs further study.

It is well known that divalent alkaline earth impurities structurally

strengthens alkali halide crystals. However, the effect of such impurities

on the absorption coefficients at 10 uo is not well known. Thus far we

have investigated two Czochralski-grown CaBr 2 -doped KBr crystals, one

with 50 ppm CaBr 2 and the other with 100 ppm CaBr 2 . Both crystals ex-

hibited similar absorption properties. The bulk absorption coefficients
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were the same as those of pure KBr crystals. However, the surface

absorption was slightly higher in the doped samples than in the -"-re

crystals. No experiments were done on slowly grown or Bridgman CaBr 2 -

doped KBr crystals. Higher doping levels should also be tried.

F. Conclusions

In snnmmary, all KBr crystals-exhibit anomalous bulk and surface

absorptions. An extrinsic absorption resonance near 9.8 um exists in

all samples investigated thus far. Reactive atmosphere processing of

the starting material improves the absorption properties of the samples.

The best crystals with respect to 10 jm absorption are grown slowly,

either by slow-pull Czochralski method or by 24-hr. Bridgman grcwths.

Bulk absorptions as low as 10 cm- were measured in these crystals

with no detectable surface absorptijn. Polishing crystals has thus far

degraded the surface absorption coefficient. Doubly grown crystals and II

crystals grown from leftover melt material have absorption coefficients

several times higher-than singly grown crystals. Bridgman growth

produces better crystals than the Czochralski method. The [111]

direction is superior to the [lO0] direction especially in surface prop-

erties. Addition of 100 ppm CaBr2 to a KBr crystal does not degrade the

bulk absorption coefficient but there is a slight increase in the surface

absorption. Untreated KI has a bulk absorption coefficient as low as

3.5x0 4 cm- with little surface ah---rption. As in KCl, KBr the 9.8 pm

absorption resonance is present in K. A RbCl crystal showed the same

resonance behavior as KCl, KBr, and KI eliminating potassium as the source

of tOe anomalous absorptions.

L.. .



Chapter III

ABSORPTION, SATURATION AND EXCITED STATE LIFETIMES OF IMPURITIES
IN ALKALI HALIDES

A. Introduction

Eight years ago Geller and Sievers 4 1 studied the infrared absorp-

tion properties of ReO4  impurities in alkali halide lattices in the

vicini'y of 920 cm using a grating monochromator. The absorption

of the v3 internal mode was found to be extremely narrow even at room

temperatures. Many of the measured widths, especially at low tempera-

tures were instrument limited (%l cm-). This narrow resonance is

reminiscent of even narrower infrared absorptions in gases which in

many cases can be easily saturated (i.e., the effective absorption

coefficient decreases with increasing power) at modest levels of infra-

red laser radiation. On the basis of these observations one might

anticipate that the v3 vibrational mode of ReO 4 molecules in alkali

halide matrices could be saturated at some level of CO2 laser radia-

tion. Such saturation measurements would provide means for determin-

ing an otherwise unmoasurable quantity, namely the excited state life-

time T, of the internal vibrational mode of the impurity molecule in

the solid matrix.

* 42The ReO molecule has four normal modes of vibration42, all of which
are Ramin active and two of which are infrared active. The two infra-
red active modes are v(918 cm-l) and v (343 cT-l), and the Raman modes
are v3 and ' 4 and v, (•71 cm- 1 ) and v2 331 cm-l). The \3 mode falls
in the tuning range of a CO2 laser making laser studies feasible.

• 45
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This chapter describes the efforts leading up to and the results of

saturation measurements of ReO4  impurities in KI and KBr matrices.

Numerous difficulties impeded progress in this work. A special pulsed-

discharge Q-switched laser had to be constructed to obtain Q-switched

laser pulses on weak high-J lines. Low-temperature 10 pm window seals

had to be developed to make measurements at cryogenic temperatures

5' possible. Temperature dependent measurements were complicated by

changing absorption coefficients (due to the fact that not only does the

overall absorption strength change with temperature but aiso the center

frequency of the absorption resonance is dependent on the host lattice

constant which, in turn, changes with temperature). The excited state

lifetime T1 of the ReO4  molecule in KI is determined as a function of

temperature between 300 K and 1.3 K. As expectedthe lifetime in-

creases as temperature is decreased. T1 for ReO4  in KBr at 100 K is

also determined.
Section B describes the Q-switched CO2 laser and the pulsed-

t2

discharge techniques used to obtain Q-switched radiation on weak laser

lines. Section C describes the cryostats and detectors used in the

various experiments leading up to and including the saturation measure-

ments. Section D contains descriptions of the near infrared absorption

measurements and Raman scattering experiments onalkali halides doped

with ReO4  The theory by which the excited-state lifetime is computed

from saturation data for both homogeneously and inhomogeneously

broadened absorbers is found in Section E. Section F describes the

experimental arrangement of the absorption and saturation measurements.
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Section G contains the results and discuss-ion of the saturation measure-

ments and Section H discusses the peculiar pulse attenuation and re-

shaping phenomena observed in KI + Re 4 - samples at low temperatures.
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B. Microsecond CO2 Laser Pulses

Methods for extracting intense laser pulses less than 2 Psec in

duration from the Apollo laser and their optical characteristics are

described in this section. The bulk of the section is devoted to Q-

switching techniques. Both cw discharge and pulsed discharge Q-switching

[ are described. The final part of this section describes an alternate

source of short pulses called precursor pulses which occur when the

laser is operated in the chopped or pulsed mode. It should be noted

that all the characteristics of the microsecond pulses were investi-

gated for two mixtures of laser gas. This section contains all the

information relevant to mixture I (to be described shortly) which is

the normal Apollo laser gas m.xture while Appendix IV contains the pulse

characteristics of mixture II.

1. Q-Switched C02 Laser (cw Discharge)

A homemade Q-switcher mechanically Q-switches the modified Apollo

laser to obtain very high peak powers ("10 kW). The schematic diagram of

the tunable Q-switched laser is shown in Figure III-1. The grating

configuration remains unchanged from the cw mode of operation but the

'I output mirror is mounted at 900 to the laser cavity. A .75" gold mirror

is mounted on a 21" diameter rotating shaft and is rotated at frequencies

between 75 Hz and 250 Hz. The optical cavity is aligned only when the

rotating mirror is in the 45* orientation shown in Figure III-1. Other-

wise, the cavity is misaligned and no lasing action can occur. When the

mirror comes into alignment an intense burst of CO2 laser radiation is

emitted in a pulse similar to the one shown in Figure 111-2. The leading

L"
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Figure 111-2. Shape (intensity vs. time.) of typical Q-switched
C02 laser pulse.
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k edge of thei pulse is extremely sharp (the rise time shown in the figure

is detector limited) whereas the shape and duration of the trailing edge

are critically dependent on numerous laser parameters.

The purpose of this section~ is to catalogue and explain

some of the various dependen~ces of pulse height, duration, and shape on

such parameters as laser gas pressure and mixture, discharge current,

mirror rotational frequency, and position of the CO2 line in the band

(i.e. weak laser lines as opposed to strong lines). Not only are there

numerous parameters which affect the Q-switched pulses but many of the

parameters are intimately tied together so that a change in one parameter

may produce the same or opposite effect on the laser pulses that a

change in one or more of the other parameters would produce. Therefore,

it is impossible to list a unique set of conditions which produce the

I optimum output pulses. It is much easier to specify the general condi-

tions needed to optimize a particular feature in the pulses--for example,

peak power, pulse width, pulse energy,etc. To be able to explain the

changes in Q-switched pulses as a function of the various parameters

requires an exhaustive knowledge of laser gas kinetics which is beyond

the scope of this work. Therefore, many "effects" will be left unexplained

while some of the more obvious ones will be treated briefly.

Q-switched laser operation was investigated for two different gas

mixtures. One mixture contained 18% N2, 6% CO21 76% He (henceforth

referred to as mixture 1); the other mixture contained 18% N2,1%C 2
2 6%C2

66% He (mixture II). The results of investigations using mixture I are

presented here while those for mixture II are catalogued in Appendix IV.

It should be noted that cw and chopped operation using mixture I
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provided output powers up to 75% higher than those obtained using mixture
II.

Figures 111-3 and 111-4 show the peak power dependence on the rotating

mirror frequency for the P(8), P(20), P(36) and R(8), R(22), R(30) lines

of the (Ool-lO°O) band using mixture I laser gas. Discharge current and

gas pressure were "optimized" for the individual lines. In addition, the

small numbers along the curves represent the total pulse duration in

microseconds for various frequencies. Total pulse lengths are measured

rather than halfwidths for two reasons. First of all, halfwidth measure-

ments are inaccurate because they depend on the speed of the detector and,

as mentioned before, the true leading edge of the pulse cannot be resolved

by our Ge:Cu detectors. Secondly, certain variation in laser parameters

produce distorted multiply-peaked Q-switched pulses. In these cases it
is not clear exactly how to measure the halfwidth. Figures 111-5 and III-6

plot peak output power vs. discharge current for mixture I. Again, pulse

duration is indicated by the numbers along the curves. Although the dis-

charge currents in Figures 111-5,6 are listed in arbitrary units, these

numbers in fact correspond to the number on the MAGNITUDE dial of the laser

power supply. Figures III-7 and 111-8 plot peak power vs. laser gas

pressure for mixture I. Plots similar to those in Figure 111-3 to 111-8
can be drawn for lines in the (00°1-02°0) band but the behavior of these

lines is similar to the (00l-lO°O) lines and therefore these plots will

be omitted. In the following discussion the various lines will be grouped

into three classes: a) strong lines, P(20) and R(22); b) high-J lines,

P(36) and R(30); c) low-J lines, P(8) and R(8).

;•. .-
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Figure 111-3, 111-4. Peak Q-switched power vs. mirror frequency for P(8),
P(20), P (36) and R(8), R(22), R(32) lines of the
(00Ol-l04) band using Mixture I. The numbers
alongside the curve represent the full pulse width
in usec for particular values of mirror frequency.
Underlined numbers indicate distorted or multiply-
peaked pulses. The pressure and current settings
are as follows:

7 Pressure (torr) Discharge current
P(8) 17 4.5
P(20) 23 3.5
P(36) 17 4.0
R(8) 23 5.0
R (22) 23 4.0
R(32) 17 5.5
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Figure 111-5, 111-6. Peak Q-swltched power vs. discharge current
for P(8), P(20), P(36) and R(8). R(22), R(32)
lines of the (00U-10u0) band using mixture I.
The units of current correspond to the numbered
scale on the laser power supply. The numbers
alongside the curve represent the full pulse
width in psec for particular values of discharge
current. Underlined numbers indicate distorted
or multiply-peaked pulses. The pressure and
mirror frequencies for the various lines are as
follows:

Pressure (torr) Mirror frequency (Hz)
P(8) 17 143
P(20) 23 167
P(36) 17 111
R(8) 23 143
IR(22) 21, 167
R(32) 17 143
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Figure 111-6. See figure caption on previous page.
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Figure 111-7, 111-8. Peak Q-switched power vs. laser gas pressure for
P(8), P(20), P(26) and R(8), R(22), R(32) lines
of the ( 00°1-1iOO) band using mixture I. The
numbers alongside the curves represent the full
pulse width in uisec for particular values of
pressure. Underlined numbers indicate distorted
or multiply-peaked pulses. The mirror frequency
and discharge current for the various lines are
as follows:

Mirror frequency (Hz) Discharge current
P(8) 143 4.5
P(20) 167 3.5
P(36) 111 4.5
R(8) 143 5.0
R 22) 167 4.5
R(32) 143 5.5
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Mirror Speed

Optimum mirror frequencies for strong CO2 lines are typically con-

siderably higher than those for low- or high-J . ,es. The lower gain of

the high- and low-J lines give rise to slower buildup of laser oscilla-

tion andtherefore require longer "dwell" times (time during which the

cavity is aligned). These long dwell times exist at lower mirror speeds.

When mirror speeds become too low, however, the switch-on time becomes

longer and the output pulses lose some of their sharpness in the leading

edge (most of the time this loss in sharpness is still undetectable with

our Ge:Cu detectors). This is accompanied by a decrease in peak power

as expected. For even lower mirror frequencies the CO2 pulses become

distorted as shown in Figure 111-9. The primary and secondary peaks can

be understood as follows. The energy in the initial peak comes from CO2

molecules lasing from the upper to the lower laser level. When the upper

laser level becomes partially empty the power in the pulse begins to de-

crease (this defines the first peak). Before the power can decay to

zero, however, the up, :r 1; 1er level is repopulated by means of C02 -N2

collisions and this gives rise tc the second peak. The fact that at

F typical gas pressures C02-N2 energy-transfer collisions have a time con-

stant longer than the "lasing lifetime" of the upper level gives rise to

the doubly-peaked Q-switched pulse. At very high mirror frequencies the

dwell times become too short and peak powers begin to decrease. For all

laser lines the pulse widths decreas. with higher mirror speeds because

of the short alignment time.

Discharge Current

All Q-switched CO2 laser lines have well defined discharge currentsI

•. _
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Figure 111-9. Intensity vs. time plots of various Q-switched

pulses. The lowest pulse is undistorted. The
middle pulse exhibits a shoulder on the trailing L
edge of the pulse. The top pulse is a double-
peaked pulse.
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for which the peak power is optimized (Figures 111-5,6). Such well

defined optimum discharge currents exist because of the critical depend-

ence of upper laser level population on electron energies in the discharge.

If the current (which is proportional to the voltage across the laser tube)

is too low, the electrons in the discharge will have energies insufficient

to excite CO2 molecules (or N2 molecules) to the upper laser level. If

Fthe energy of the electrons is too high (high discharge current), the

excitation process will be inefficient, i.e., higher vibrational states of

the CO2 molecule will be excited. The energy transfer process of C02-

[ electron impacts is a fairly selective excitation mechanism and therefore

there are very distinct optimum currents for Q-switched operation. Note

that the optimum discharge current varies only slightly for the various

Q-swltched lines.

The Q-switched pulse widths are typically maximum at the optimum

operating current and become narrower for lower and higher discharge cur-j

rents. This is easily explained by noting that the gain in the laser is

highest at the optimum discharge current. At these high gains more mis-

alignment of the rotating mirror can be tolerated without complete

suppression of lasing. This gives rise to laser action for longer time,

i.e. larger pulse widths, when the current is optimized.

Pressure

The pressure dependence of peak Q-switched pulse powers is fairly

smlrto the current dependence. For the mot part each CO2lineha

a fairly well defined optimum gas pressure. The similarity between

pressure arnd current dependent curves is not coincidental because the

physik~l processes that determine these curves are basically the same.
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As explained in the previous section, upper laser level excitation is

critically dependent on electron energies. Two things determine the

electron energies. One is the voltage across the tube; the other is the

acceleration time of the electrons (i.e., the time between electron-

molecule collisions). The voltage (current) effect is discussed in the

previous section. The second effect is simply a pressure effect. For

higher pressures the electron acceleration time is short, so the electron

energy upon impact with a gas molecule is low. The converse is true for

low pressures. Therefore, there should be an optimum pressure for which

the electron energies are optimized.

2. Pulsed-Discharge Q-Switched CO2 Laser

The advantages of pulsed-discharge operation of Q-switched CO2

laser over cw-discharge operation is discussed in Appendix I. Enhancement

in peak power in the pulsed-discharge mode is expected because of the

cooler laser gas tempearture. A schematic diagram of a pulsed-discharge

Q-switched CO2 laser is shown in Figure III-lOa-c. A helium-neon laser

beam is reflected by the rotating mirror onto a photodiode (the photo-

diode circuitry is shown in Figure lll-11). The output of the photo-

diode triggers a variable pulse width (2 msec-200 msec), variable-delay

(.8-14 msec) pulsing circuit (Figure 111-12). The output of this pulser

is always +12.5 V except when triggered by the photodiode in which case

the output drops to OV after a delay time determined by a ten-turn pot

and remains zero for .6-14 msec as determined by another ten-turn pot.

The output of the pulser is connected to the E'T ON-OFF connector on the

laser power supply. As mentioned in Chapter II-C, +12 V applied to the

-- --
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MIRRO R-,,•R/

MIRROR ,,-OUTPUT COUPLING DS H R E T B
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GOLD DCAGEOFF
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LASER IL ý TO PCO'IER SUPPLY
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DISCHARGE ON

(b)

0-SWITCHED
PULSE

Q00
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Figure III-10. Schematic diagram of the pulsed-discharge Q-switched
CO2 laser. a) The discharge is off during the dead
time of the laser. A He-Ne laser and a photodiode
trigger a delay circuit which turns the discharge on
several milliseconds before the mirror comes into
alignment as shown in (b). c) The mirror completes the
optical cavity and a Q-switched CO2 pulse is emitted.
The laser discharge turns off and he cycle is repeated.
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EXT ON-OFF connector turns the laser discharge off. When triggered by

the photodiode the pulser voltage drops to zero and the discharge turns

on. When the voltage returns to 12.5 V, the discharge is once again

turned off.

The various laser parameters such as current, pressure, and mirror

frequency for the most part do not need to be changed when Q-switched

operation is changed from cw-discherge to pulsed-discharge. The optimum

discharge pulse width varies from 1 to 2 msec and the optimum position

of the discharge pulse relative to the optical pulse is shown in Figure

111-13.

Table IIl-1 lists the (OO°l-lO°1) band tuning range of the Q-switched

CO2 laser in t -.he cw-discharge and pulsed-discharge modes of operation

using gas mixture I. The peak power enhancement of pulsed discharge

operation was measured for several lines and is also shown in the table.

The enhancement in the pulsod-discharge mode is not the same for all the

CO2 laser lines. The strongest lines are enhanced only slightly whereas

the low- and high-J lines have much higher enhancement ratios. In addi-

tion, the pulsed discharge increases the tuning range of the Q-switched

CO2 laser. This additional tuning is extremely important for the satura- t
tion experiments described later in this chapter. For example, one set

of experiments required Q-switched operation on the P(42) line which

lases only in the pulsed-discharge mode. These experiments would have

been impossible with the cw-discharge Q-switched laser.

I

L:-
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Figure 111-13. Optimum relative temporal orientation of
discharge pulse with respect to optical (Q-switched)

pulse.
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Table 111-1

TUNING RANGE OF 0-SWITCHED CO2 LASER
MIXTURE I

Pulsed 'Pulsed'
cw Discharge Discharge Power Ratio Cw

-- P(2)
- P(4) cc

P(6) P(6) 8
P(8) P(8) 1.5I I
P(20) P(20) 1.1L
P136) P%36) . 2
P(38) P(38) 5

- P(40) OD

•-- P(42) Co

R(2) Co
- R(4) Go

R (6) R (6) 8
R(8) R(8) 2

R(22) R(22) 1.1

R(32) R132) 2
R(34) R(34) 8

- R(36) Go
R(38) C
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3. Precursor Pulses

In the chopped and pulsed modes in addition to the main pulse
t_ i

there is a pulse much narrower thai the main pulse. Evidence of this

are the discontinuities at the beginning of the pulses shown in Figures

II -13 and 11-14. By using a Ge:Cu detector and magnifying the region

of discontinuities very narrow pulses are observed as shown in Figure

111-14. These precursor pulses have rise times of about 250 nsec, are

about 600 nsec wide FW1IM, and have peak powers comparable to or greater

than the main pulse. The peak power fluctuations of these pulses are

less than 10%. In about 2 1isec the pulse decays to a value 20% of the

peak value and after another 2 Usec the onset of the main pulse occurs.

The precursor pulses probably arise from the direct excitation of CO2by the discharge electrons while the main pulse draws its energy from

CO2 molecules excited by vibrational energy transfer from N2. The

reason for the occurrence of two distinct pulses is twofold. First of

all, the direct excitation of CO2 by electrons is a much faster process

than vibrational-energy transfer. Secondly, as discussed previously,

the gain at the beginning of the current pulse is extremely high because

of the cold gas and the empty lower laser level. After several hundred

nanoseconds the gain drops to a lower value because the lower laser level

is now no longerempty. These sudden changes in gain can be thought of as

"quasi Q-switching". The combination of the two effects gives rise to the

two distinct pulses, the first about 600 nsec FWHM and the second > .2

msec FWHM.

Im
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ImI

Figure 111-14. Photograph of precursor pulse preceding the

main pulse in the chopped or pulsed modes of

the Apollo laser (2 oJsec/div).
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I C. Detectors and Cryostats

The various optical measurements using interferometric and laser

sourcesrequired a variety of detectors and sample cryostats each of

which will be described in this section. The detectors can be divided

into two categories, namely room temperature detectors and cryogenic

detectors. With the exception of the Molectron Detector, the room

r temperature detectors are slow devices (<1000 Hz). Except for the 1.2 K

germanium bolometer, the cryogenic detectors are very fast detectors

(>1 MHz). The cryostats can also be divided into two classes. The ones

used for near infrared and CO2 laser spectroscopy are based on geometric

optics while light pipe optics are necessary for far infrared (< 500

icml) spectroscopy.

1. Room Temperature Detectors

a. Thermopile

A Coherent Radiation 201 thermopile is used to ni,. jre average

infrared powers between 100 mW and 100 W. The detector time constant

is very long, i.e. on the order of 1 sec.

b. Molectron Pyroelectric Detector

A Molectron P3-01 pyroelectric detector is used to make ac measure-

ments as well as pulse shape analysis. The detector element is 1 mm in

diameter and bias circuitry housed in the same module as the detector

provides good noise immunity. The spectral response is fairly

uniform from the visible to about 40 pm. Three different load resistors

provide three different overall detector sensitivities and response

times. The highest sensitivity at 10.6 pm is 30 V/W with a I msec

i-
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frisetime and NEP = 3xlO 8 W/Hz½. Intermediate sensitivity is 350 mV/W

with 10 psec risetime and NEP = 3xl0 W/Hz½. The nigh speed setting

gives a 100 nsec risetime with a 3.5 mV/W sensitivity and an NEP = 3xlO 6

W/Hz½. Other characteristics of the detector can be found in the

Molectron instruction manual.

c. Laser Precision Pyroelectric Detector

A Laser Precision pyroelectric detector is used to make low-signal

ac measurements. The detector has two different load resistor modules.

The E-9 module provides a sensitivity of 800 V/W with a high frequency

roll off of about I kHz. The E-11 load resistor module has a sensi-

;-,-ity of 8x104 V/W with a hig#, frequency roll off of ab1ut 10 Hz. The

biasing of this detector is external to the detector module and this

makes the detector somewhat susceptible to pickup. The detector also

suffers from microphonic noise problems. When operating in 1 10 Jim

region this problem is partially remedied by a ZnS window whit, covers

the element.

d. Japanese Pyroelectric Detector.
Near infrared as well as far infrared ac measurements can be made

using a Japanese PbTiO pyroelectric detector. The responsivity to

10 vim radiation at 20 Hz is 3.5xi0 4 V/W with a signal to noise ratic

'ý250. The detector is also sensitive to radiation beyond 100 pm as I'

evidenced by an interferogram taken on the lamellar grating inter-

ferometer
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2. Cryogenic Detectors

a. Santa Barbara Ge:Cu Detector I

High speed measurements were made with a helium temperature Ge:Cu

detector which is described in detail elsewhere. 4 3 The spectral range
Sof the detector is 2-30 ilm and the risetime of the detector and ampli-

fier is approximately 100 nsec.

b. Santa Barbara Ge:Cu Detector Ii

A second Ge:Cu detector belonging to T. Cool was used in the two-

detector experiments. The external bias box for this detector contains

a series of load resistors which determine the speed and sensitivity

o-: the detector. A 50Q load resistor corresponds to a risetime of about

30 nsec whereas with a 200 load resistor this detector has a risetime

almost identical to that of the Ge:Cu detector described in the previous

section.

c. 1.2 K Ge Bolometer

Far infrared interferometric and laser measurements were made with

a 1.2.K Ge bolometer which is descrhbed in 3c. The sensitivity of this

detector is about 104 V/W with an NEP of about 10•12 W/Hz½.

3. Cryostats

a. Near Infrared Helium Immersion Cryostat

Figure IlI-15 .shnws a schematic diagram of the high frequency

immersion cryostat. The sample chamber is immersed in a pumped liquid

helium bath. The helium chamber is surrounded by a liquid-nitrogen-

cooled shield. The room temperiture windows are polished KBr windows

which can be oriented normal to the incoming beam or at Brewster's angle
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-l-elium Pumping Line

-~Vacuum Line
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N2 Radiation Shield
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_____________Optical Toll
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Figure 111-15. Immiersion cryostat. The sample holder is imm~ersed

in the refrigerant which is pumped liquid helium at 1.2K.
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for laser applications. The cold windows are polished ZnSe flats mounted

in annealed copper holders using Crest 7410 A and B adhesive. A great

deal of effort went into obtaining an acceptable window mount which would

not crack the window during repeated temperature cycling. The design

which has proven to be the best is shown in Figure 111-16. The holders

are then soldered (Cerrolow) or epoxied (Stycast 1266) to the optical

tail. However, it has been observed that even the moderate heating

required to solder the window holders to the optical tail is enough to

change the properties of the Crest 7410 adhesive from a shoft rubbery

substance to a hard glassy one. This causes leaks to oocur in the

adhesive after 8-10 temperature cyclings between 300 K and cryogenic

temperatures. Therefore, it is advisable to epoxy the window holders

to the optical tail rather than soldering them in place.

By using a two-inch pump line to pump the helium bath the minimum

temperature obtainable in this cryostat is 1.25 K. Super insulation

wrapped around both the helium bath and nitrogen chambers increases

the hold time from about ½ hour to over 1½ hours. A l000-Q Allen-

Bradley resistor attached to the sample holder is used to measure the

temperature of the bath.

b. Liquid Nitrogen Cryostat

Figure 111-17 shows a schematic diagram of the cold-finger cryostat

used for saturation measurements above 90 K. A heater coil attached to

the cold-fingcr sample holder provides variable temperatures. As in the

case of the immersion cryostat the room temperature windows are polished

KBr flats which can be mounted either normal to the optical beam or at
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,,-ý -,Crest 7410A-B
Cryogenic Adhesive

Window

0.003 inch Wall

Figure 111-16. Cold window for the immersion cryostat. The
windows (typically ZnSe) is sealed to an annealed
OFHC copper ring by means of a cryogenic adhesive.

EF
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Figure 111-17. Cold finger cryostat. The sample is mounted on a
copper cold finger which is attached to a LN2
bath.
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Brewster's angle. No cold windows are required in this type of c-yostat.

A lO00-Q Allen-Bradley resistor attached to the cold finger measures

the temperature of the sample holder. Another resistor can be attached

directly to the sample if necessary. Two addition3l ports oriented at

right angles to the other two windows can be used to do crossed-beam

experiments as well as scattering experiments.

c. Far Infrared Cryostat

A 1.2K detector-cryostat system with light pipe optics is used to

make transmission measurements in the far infrared. Figure 111-18

shows a schematic diagram of the cryostat and sample holder. Far infra-

red radiation from a Michelson interferometer or from a far infrared laser

travels along the light pipe, through the sample, through a Ge vacuum

window and into the detector chamber where it is absorbed by a 1.2K Ge

bolometer. The detector has a resistance of about 1 MQ at 1.2K and

4 -12has a sensitivity of approximately 104 V/W with an NEP of about 10"

W/Hz. The detector bias circuit schematic is shown in Figure 111-19.

Slits cut in the walls between the sample chamber and the liquid He

bath can be left open or soldered closed, thereby allowing the samples

to be immersed in pumped liquid He for 1.2K measurements or run in He

exchange gas for temperature dependent measurements. The 4-position

sample rotator ring has a heater and a 1000-Q Allen-Bradley resistor for

temperature dependent measurements.
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BNC (DETECTOR SAMPLE
SIGNAL) ROTATORL He

TRANSFER-- -- PUMP OUT POLYETHYLENE
LINE WINDOW

TO PUMP PUMP OUT

LINE

VACUUM LIGHT
JACKET---- PI PE

LIQUID
N2

PUMPED
LIQUID
He

i• INDIUM

i VACUUM

Go SAMPLES
BOLOMETER

1.2 K BOLOMETER CRYOSTAT

AND SAMPLE INSERT

Figure 111-18. 1.2K Bolometer cryostat and sample insert. A four-
opening sample wheel inserts into a helium bath. The
FIR radiation passes through the samples and into the
detector chamber where it is absorbed by a Ge
bol ometer.
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D. Interferometry and Raman Spectroscopy
F• 1. Apparatus

The internal modes of vibration of ReO4 impurity molecules in alkali

[i were studied by means of infrared absorption spectroscopy and Rainan

scattering. The infrared active modes near 340 cm"I and 920 cm- were

probed using Fourier-transform Michelson interferometers and helium-cooled

detectors. The low frequency mode was studied using the Michelson inter-

ferometer described in reference 44 and a 1.2 K Ge bolometer detector

described in the previous section. The high frequency mode was studied

using the IF-3 Michelson interferometer and a Ge:Cu detector.

All four internal modes of ReO4" are Raman active which makes Raman

scattering especially useful. The Raman scattering data were gathered

in a conventional Raman spectrometer as shown in Figure 111-20. A

Coherent Radiation-CR3 argon ion laser irradiates the sample. The right-

angle scattered radiation passes through a double monochromator and photon-

cot.nting techniques are used to detect the transmitted radiation. The

data is digitized and is stored on paper tape. Data processing is done

on a PDP 11 mini-computer. The dark noise level is approximately 2-3

counts/sec while signal levels are typically greater than several hundred

cotnts/sec on the Raman active lines of our samples.

2. Results

a. Infrared Absorption

The infrared absorption of Re04 molecules in three different host

crystals (KI, Rbl, and KBr) was studied. Thick samples with fairly high

dopant concentrations were studieJ to enhance any potential weak structure

that otherwise might go unnoticed. The infrared absorption spectra of the
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v internal mode of ReO4  in OBr, KI, and RbI hosts at 1.2 K are shown

in Figures 111-21 - 111-23 respectively. The most striking similarities

and differences in these spectra are the abundance of absorption lines in

the KI and RbI samples and the total absence of such structure in the KBr

sample. The v 3 internal mode absorptions display similar behavior as shown

in Figures 111-24 - 111-26. This type of absorption behavior indicates

that the ReO4  has some motional degrees of freedom (e.g. libration) in

the large KI and RbI lattice sites whereas in the smaller KBr lattice the

ReO 4  impurities are locked in one position with very little motional

deviation. Direct low frequency (down to "'5 cml) infrared absorption

by the KI and RbI samples was not observed but this is not such a sur-

prising results when one remembers that the ReO4 - molecule does not

possess a permanent dipole moment. Therefore, if the librations (or any

other motion the molecule might undergo) do not change the dipole moment

of the ReO4 molecules they will not give rise to any infrared absorption.

Both KI + ReO4 and RbI + ReO4 have unidentified absorptions near I
their v3 absorptions. KI + ReO4  has an absorption 82.4 cm' above the

- -1
V3 absorption and Rb + Re 4  has an absorption 93.9 cm above the main

* 0
line. Both these absorptions rre sum processes but, unfortunately, we

have as yet not determined what gives rise to theSe resonances. None of
**

the phonon energies match these values and we have not observed any

*At room temp~ratures the difference processes were observed 82.4 cml

and 93.9 cm- below the main peak. These absorptions were obviously
frozen out at 1.3 K.

**The transver e and longitudinal optic phonons in KI have frequencies
t= 101 cm-1 and Vl = 139 cmn1 and in RbI their values are vt 75 cm- 1

and vl = 103 cm- 1 respectively. 4
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Figure 111-21. Transmission spectrum of I-inch KBr + .6% KReO
sample at 1.2 K in the region of the v2 vibration
of Re04". The resolution of the spectrum is shown
by the arrows.
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,• ~sample at 1.2 K in the region of the v2 vibration of i

•: Re04". The resolution of the spectrum-is shown by
Ii ~the arrows,.l
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Figure 111-23. Transmission spectrum of .66-inch Rbl + .8% KReO#
sample at 1.2 K in the region of the v2 vibration of
Re04-. The resolution of the spectrum is shown by the
arrows.
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resonances at 82.4 cm or 93.9 cml in either infrared absorption or

Raman scattering.

Another prominent resonance in both KI and RbI spectra that has not

-1

cm below the v3 resonance in RU, The strength of these lines as well

as their shift from the main peak cannot be explained by isotope effects.

Obviously there are some quite complicated absorption mechanisMis still

to be understood.

b. Raman Scattering

The Raman scattering experiments were started in hope of clarifying

some of the infrared measurements. It was conjectured that the various

"extra" absorptions in the vicinity of the v and v4 modes were not

observed directly in the far infrared because they were not infrared

active but were perhaps Raman active.

Unfortunately additional Raman resonances besides the four internal i

modes were not observed. This does not preclude the existence of such

resonances for the following reasons. Extremely low frequency resonances

would be well into the Rayleigh tail and hence unobservable (perhaps with

a triple monochromator such features would be observable). Weak higher 1I

frequency structure (<.240 cm-) would be masked by the sizeable two-

phonon signal from the host lattice. Therefore, these experiments do

not rule out the existence of Raman active resonant modes and they have

not shed any light on the extra absorption observed in the infrared

experiments.

The Raman scattering experiments did produce two interesting pieces
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of data. First of all, the position of all the internal modes of the

ReO4 molecule in KI and RbI were measured (these will be tabulated later

in this section). Perhaps even more interesting is the information

obtained about the v and v4 modes of ReQ4  (Figure 111-27). In 1953

45Claassen and Zielen measured the Raman spectrum of essentially free

ReO4 molecules and observed only one low frequency mode at 331 cm

This led them to conjecture that the2 and v modes were accidentally

degenerate. Our measurements indicate that the v 2 and v4 modes of ReO4

molecules in solid matrices are not degenerate. In KI at room tempera-

-1 -ture N2 occurs at 341.2 cm and v4 at 335 cm-. In RbI v 2 is at

336.2 cm1 and v)4 at 330 cm-. An attempt to repeat these measurements

in solution failed because of high fluorescence levels. It should be

pointed out that v2 and v3 have opposite temperature behaviors: the fre-

quency of v increases. In KI at 8 K the two modes are separated by only

1.8 cm- . The signal-to-noise in these experiments was not high enough

to enable us to study any interaction between the two modes as they

moved toward each other at low temperatures. V

Summary i

The infrared and Raman lines of ReO4 in KI, RbI, and KBr lattices

were studied and the positions of these lines are listed in Table 111-2. V
The infrared spectrum of KBr + ReO4  has two sharp absorptions correspond-

ing to the v3 and v internal modes of ReO4  The KI + ReO4  and

RbI + ReO - samples have complicated infrared spectra in the vicinity
4

of the v and v4 absorptions of ReO 4 . Many of these additional features

(some of which are sidebands of the main absorption lines) have not been

S. . . ... .. . ,,, " "' , = ,l . . . .i• - -• ... . . I • I I I .. ... ' I I ' • "i
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Figure 111-27. Raman spectrum of KI + .2% ReOj- at 8 K. The incident

beam is polarized along the <00> direction. The right-
angle-scattered beam is analyzed by a polarizer set
parallel to the <010> direction (solid curve) to detect
the even-symmetry mode v2. To detect the odd-symmetrymode v•the polarizer is set parallel to the <001>

direction.
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identified. N'one of the sideband absorptions were observed directly

in the far infrared region. Ramnan scattering also showed no additional

absorptions besides the four internal modes absorptions, but did show

concusielythatthe and modes of ReO in alkali halides are not

degenerate.
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E. Theory of Incoherent Saturation

Saturation effects can be divided into two distinct classes:

coherent saturation and incoherent saturation o'- incoherent bleaching.

Coherent saturation effects include optical nutation, self-induced

transparency, and photon echoes and can be observed only if the inter

action time between the resonant radiation field and absorbers is less

than both T and T2 (the various relaxation times w21l be explained

shortly). The theoretical treatment of coherent saturation phenomena

involves solutions of the optical Bloch equations which are merely

extensions of the Bloch spii vector formalism used in NMR. A compre-

hensive treatment of the optical Bloch equations and their solutions
46

is given by Allen and Eberly.

Incoherent saturation effects in general are much more easily

observed because there is no restriction on interaction times and, in

fact, many ircoherint bleaching phenomena occur over times much longer

than both Tl and T The theory of incoherent saturation is simpler

than the Bloch theory because coherence in the interaction between radia-

tion and absorber can be ignored. The propagation of radiation through

a saturable absorber can be described by means of rate equations which

can be solved numerically or analytically depending on the conditions

of the absoroer and the radiation. A steady state solution exists in

closed form for cases in which T (laser pulse width) is much longer than

both T, and T2 . The solution differs for homogeneously and inhomogeneously

broadened lines. A "dynamic" solution to the rate equations can be

obtained numerically. Such solutions are not based on any assumptions

IiI
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regarding l~iser pulse widths and decay times within the sample. The

price of such a general solution is the numerical analysis as opposed

to closed form solutions. Both types of solutions will be discussed in

the following sections.

1. Phenomnenological Decay Constants

In the discussion of problems associated with resonant interactions

between fields and matter (whether it be NMR or optical interactions

of laser radiation with an absorbing medium) there are several decay

times that are important. Assume fo~r simplicity that the system under

consideration consists of two levels, a ground state and an excited

state, separated by energy E, and that "absorbers" in the ground state

can be excited to the upper level by means of an external radiation

field (e.g. laser radiation). After the absorbers are coherently excited

to the upper level there are several possible 'decay mechanisms". The

absorbers can decay back to the ground state by giving up enertay E.

The decay time associated with this is T. However, before decaying to

the ground state the coherence of the upper level can be destroyed by

collisions (in a gas) or phonon scattering (in a solid). These interrup-

tions in phase can occur without disturbing the energy of the absorbers

in the upper level. The decay time of the coherence of the upper level

is Tk. There are two contributions to T, a homogeneous decay timeT

and an inhomogeneous time T*. T2 is associated with interactions that

affect all atoms homogeneously such as collisions (phonon scattering),

radiative decay, impurity-impurity interaction. T* is most commonly
2

associated with the Doppler effect in gases or random local rtrain fields
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in solids. The relation between Tj, T2 , and T* is

1 1 1+

2. Rite Equation Theory of Satu:-ation

a. Steady State Solution for Homogeneously Broadened LineL

Assume molecular implirity absorption in a lattice can be approxi-

mated by a two-level system consisting of a ground state 10> with

degeneracy go separated by hwo from an excited state 11> with degeneracy

g1. The system is irradiated by a pulsed laser source of photons of

frequency w and pulse width T. The rate equations describing this

situation are

-- WN- W01 NO + NI/Tl (1)

IN
d =- -W10N1 + W01N0 - Nl/T 1  (2)

d=-(z,t) N0)+¶ (3)dt 01 10oN 1 " W N01 W 3

where

N - concentration of absorbers in the ground state

N1 = concentration of absorbers in the excited state

Ntot N + N1: total concentration of absorbers (4)

T - decay time of absorbers from state 11> to state 10>

I(z,t) = laser intensity at position z in sample (energy/sec-cm )

47r2  2W0 gl 1,i I g(w-w) a induced transition rate from 10> to 1>

W1 g0 go k 01 j21 g(•-•o) = induced transition rate from 11> to 0>
Jc
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11l - transition dipole moment

T -1T2
g . ' = normalized Lorentz lineshape function

T2 homogeneous coherence time of excited state.

If Tl << T we can assume that the system is in steady state during the

laser pulse. This assumption is equivalent to

dN0  dNl

dt dt

Then Eqs. (1) and (4) imply that

Wo TiNt~ t (N)
Nl " l 0+ Wo (l' + go/ gl

Using Eqs. (4) and (5) to eliminate N0 and N1 from Eq. (3) yields

-'ti) W N
dE _ 01 tot (6)
dZ I + WoTl(l + go/gl)

Eq. (6) may be rewritten

dl -II (7)

where

= -W WoiNt t/I - low intensity absorption coefficient

due to impurities (8)
T -WTI (I + go/gl) Tlco(l + go/gl)

WIT•! ( n gaturation parameter

(sometimes referred to as 1/1I
(9)

where Is = saturation intensity)

I =/Ntot = cross section of impurity to laser

radiation. (10)
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Eq. (9) yields

00" ~ + go/gl)(I

Therefore, by determining 7 and W we can calculate the excited state life-

time of the impurities. Note that if the impurities were embedded in a

lattice which had an appreciable absorption coefficient a at the laser

frequency, then Eq. (6) would be changed to

dI~~~(aL +T--)
dz L I W

However, the host lattices used in our experiments are all alkali

halides which have negligible absorption coefficients (a < 10-3 cm- )

at CO2 laser frequencies and therefore Eq. (6) need not be modified.
t2

There are two ways to determine W. One involves measuring the

threshold saturation intensity and setting

WI ath 11
Then

W W'1/th

The other technique is perhaps more accurate and involves making a

measurement of sample transmissivity at some intensity greater than

the threshold intensity. Eq. (7) can be integrated to give

Zn - ut + W(l - [i ) -
in out in

where

fin - input laser intensity

Io - transmitted laser intensityout ent

L a length of sample.

Let T I /1in - intensity-dependent transmission through the sample

and To = e"•L - low intensity transmission through the sample. Then
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Ln 0i (12)

in

W can be determined by measuring T I T, I~ and using Eq. (12). Once

the saturation parameter is known, the exci1ted state lifetime Tcan

be determined from Eq. (11).

b. Steady State Solution for Inhomogeneously Broadened Lines

The derivation of the functional form of 3Z for an inhomogeneously

broadened absorber is slightly more complicated than for a homogeneously

broadened system because there are two lineshape functions to take Into

account. In the case of inhomogeneous broadening we consider the

inhomogeneous line (with center frequency 2 = as made up of various

classes of absorbers labelled by the index e. Each class is homogene-

ously broadened and has a normalized lineshape function g(w-w9 centered

at wCwhere

g(W-W) Z -2
Trr(W-WE) + T 22

The inhomogeneous lineshape function is denoted by h(,;-w 0.~ and is nor-

malized in the conventional manner,V (W-fl) ) dw1

The probability that an impurity molecule has a center frequency -w. is

just h(w C - W0). As in the homogeneous case (Eq. 6) we can write

the attenuation of laser intensity with distance through the sample due

to absorbers in class e as41WEN

dle 01 to~lNt (1 3)

dz 1 + (1 + g0/g1)W0 '1
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But

Ntot Ntoth " 0 )

and the total attenuation of laser radiation due to absorbers in all

classes is

d -hW N t1 o 0d(14)dz"-h Ntot + (0 + g0/gl)W1T1

W can be written as001 1 g c l l 2  U)• (15)

2T

W g (15)

In the case of extreme inhomogeneous broadening h(w -wo) is esnili

constant cver the region near ,• = w where the integrand goes through

a maximum. For this case we can pull h(•-wo) through the integral.!.

The remaining integral has the form

S2

Cl =11 tiN 4~1 t ý-141 2hw-a 1 / hI1j2w +- (17)w

= IT h(l + g0/g l)T+T2

+1 + gl ic

I d1 -cxl (18)
Ln th s WI

constan " th region .near .....w , .= ,."',. -,- . ,w wh r h4ne r d g e h o g
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where

-N&w NtotWol/I (19)

W =gl (1 + go/gl)TT 2  (20)

47 42 2
wol = g 1 2 I011 I h(w-w) (21)

dl
It is instructive to compare the functional forms of T for homogene-
ously and inhomogeneously broadened absorbers (Eq. 18 and Eq. 7). Note

that an inhomogeneous line saturates more slowly than a homogeneous

line because although individual classes of absorbers saturate as

S(1 + WI)" 1the number of classes which are affected (or, in other words,

the "hole" width) is proportional to (1 + WI)½. For more in-depth

discussion of this point, see reference 47.

Notice from Eq. (20) that even if W is determined experimentally

we need to know T2 as well as Jul2 to determine T As in the case of

homogeneously broadened lines W can be determined from the threshold

saturation intensity

W 1 1/th H

The second technique for determining W (integration of the expression

for L) is less satisfactory for inhomogeneous lines.

II

out =-ja dz

-lin
-2(tanh V1 + WIout - tanh Vq + WIin) = -aL

This gives a transcendental equation for W with no closed form solution

and therefore numerical analysis is needed to solve for W.
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c. Dynamic Solution

Using Eqs. (8) and (10) we Cdn rewrite Eqs. (2) and (3) as

dN1 (1
dt Ntot a + go/gl]Nl) - NI/T 1  (22)

dI
dT- a-I(Ntot - [I + go/gl]N,) (23)

Eliminating Nl from these equations yields

+_01_) a dl I d(Zn I) tot
dt dz gl dz T dz T(

Assuming that the operators d and Zy commute Eq. (24) can be integrated

with respect to z

d(2n I) + I + 'nI+ + cl(t) (25)dt &-'-iJ Tl T 1 o

The constants of integration c0 + cl(t) can h, evaluated by applying

boundary conditions at the input face of the sample. If the laser pro-

duces pulses L(t) then

I(z=O,t) = L(t)

and Eq. (25) becomes
90o+gl 

n

d(.n L) + [ -- L + L c + c (t) (26)

dt g- ) 41W T1  1

Eq. (25) may then be rewritten as
dZgoL) + gl Z n I/L Ntotz

d(-.n I/L) + (I-L) + + t 0 (27)dt g j 4• T1  T

We are interested in the radiation that is transmitted through the

sample. Therefore in Eq. (27) set z : 2 = length of sample and make

the substitution

aNtotZ = -kn T
t0
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where T0 is the low-power transmittance of the sample. Using

I/L - T(t)

where T is the time varying transmittance of the sample, Eq. (27)

now reads
-'g°+gll Z1 -T)

d nT +n nT T 0+ 1 nL(t) 0*tI -l 'iw T)+ (28)

This equation can be solved numerically using the Runge-Kutta fourth-

order rule provided a is known. The Q-switched laser n,.lIse shape L(t)

can be approximated by the function

L(t) = ½L (1 - cos Ct)

where

Lo = peak intensity

C = 2-r/full width of laser pulse

This is a reasonable approximation of a Q-switched pulse especially

for laser lines far from the band centers. Experimental pulses trans-

mitted through the sample are then compared to the computer generated

pulses and a value of T1 is obtained from the pulse that most closely

resembles the experimental pulse (in magnitude, shape, and peak delay).
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F. Absorption and Saturation Measurements

1. Experimental

A schematic diagram of the absorption and saturation experirn~nzs

is shown in Figure 111-28. The Apollo CO2 laser is operated in tne

chopped, pulsed, Q-switched, or pulsed Q-switched mode depending on the

experiment. A KCI beam splitter sends 10% of the beam to a referenc¢

detector which is either the Santa Barbara Ge:Cu detector or the

Molectron pyroelectric detector. The remaining 90% of thE: r•cia'ior

passes through a (optional) PTR Optics polarizer which can be rotated

to give a 130:1 variability in intensity at the sample. A 5-inch

focal-length meniscus lens from II-VI Inc. focuses the radiation onto

the sample to a spot approximately .02 cm in diameter with a depthi of

field of 7 mm (see Appendix V)m For intrinsically low-intensimty

experiments such as absorption measurements the lens is removed ani

replaced by an iris. The sample is mounted in either the LN2 cold-

finger cryostat or the He immersion cryostat. The transmitted intensity

is gathered by a 2.5-inch focal-length lens and softly focused onto

T. Cool's Ge:Cu detector. The reference detector output was used to

trigger a Tektronix 7704 oscilloscope and both the reference detector

and the signal detector output could be displayed simultaneously.

The KBr measurements were made using the LN2 cryostat and the KT

measurements were made on samples mounted in the He cryostat. A l000-1

Allen-Bradley resistor was pressed against the sample to measure sample

temperatures. A thin layer of Apiezon Z grease established thermal

contact between resistor and sample. No temperature controller was used

to change and maintain sample temperatures. We found that the sample
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temperature (especially at temperatures above 20 K) changed very slow!;

and therefore it was possible to make the various measurements "on the

fly". Laser intensities were always adjusted so that no sample neatir;

could be observed (as measured by the lO000 resistor).
2. Sample Preparation

All the doped samples were taken from crystals grown by the

Czochralski method. Samples greater than 1.5 mm thick were simply

cleaved from the boules. Thi, ýr samples could be obtained by cieavinig

but these samples tended to bend in the cleaving process. Therefore,

samples thinner than 1.5 mm were prepared from thick pieces (1.5-2 mm).

The samples were gently sanded on moist No. 600 sandpaper to the

appropriate thickness and then were "etched" in distilled water for a

second or two and then quickly dried. The surface thus obtained was

smooth with a slight orange-peel finish similar to that described in

Section 11-0.

G. Results of Saturation and Excited State Lifetime Measurements :I

The v3 absorption of Re0 4  impurities in two different lattices

was measured using low laser powers and then saturated using Q-switched

laser pulses and from these data the excited state lifetimes Tl )f the

v3 vibration were determined. ReO4 " molecules in a KBr matrix were

studied at 100 K using the P(34) line (931 cm-l) of the Apollo C2
l r n2 *

laser. In a KI + .2% Cs matrix the ReO4  transition was partially

Cs+ ions were added to the crystal in order to increase the average
lattice spacing which, in turn, displaces the center frequency of the
v3 absorption to slightly lower frequency. This provided some overlap
between the absorption resonance and the P(42) (000l-lO00) line of a
C02 laser even at 1.3 K.

_ . I
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or totally saturated between 300 K and 1.3 K using the P(42) (922.9 cm 1)

CO2 laser line. The excited state lifetimes were determined in the

following way. The low intensity transmission T , the saturated trans-

mission T, and the incident intensity Iin were measured and the satura-

tion parameter W was calculated from Eq. (12) of Section E. The cross

section a was determined from a (which is determined from t = -(I/l)Zn TO

where 1 m sample thickness) and Ntot (which was determined by the Analytic

Facility by means of neutron activation studies of the Re in the sample)

using Eq. (10). Eq. (11) was then used to calculate Tl (go 1, gl = 3

for the ground and v excited state of ReO4  respectively). Tl was also

computed by numerically solving Eq. (28). For Tl values much less than

the width T of the input laser pulses (\,I Psec) the two calculations pro-

duced identical results. If T1 , as calculated by Eq. (11), was comparable

to cr greater than 7 this value was discarded (because this calculation

technique assumes that Tl << r) and Tl was computed using Eq. (28). All

the computed values of T1 were calculated assuming the \)3 absorption was

homogeneously broadened. This, however, is not the case at all tempera-

tures; the effects of inhomogeneous broadening will be discussed shortly.

KBr Matrix

The absorption coefficie'nt at 100 K of a KBr sample containing

5.7xi0 19 ReO4 " molecules/cc is 36 cm-. Therefore, a = 6.4xi0 cm

A 1 imm-thick sample was used in the measurements. The value of T0 is

then .026. The input intensity at the sample is lin = 2.2xi0 6 W/cm2 .

The transmission T was measured to be .127. Therefore

W = 8.3x10-7 cm2/W

-. II•.-~..~-~ - -. . /W.
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Substituting into Eq. (11) yields an excited state lifetime of

Tl 16x10 9 sec.

This lifetime is many orders of magnitude smaller than typical excited

state lifetimes of gas molecules (.,l msec-torr). This comparison indi,

cates that the coupling of ReO4 molecules to the KBr lattice is much

stronger than the relaxation mechanisms (collisions) in gases. On the

other hand, the ReO4 lifetime of 16 nsec is much longer that. the Vi

psec lifetime measured for the U-center (H" ion) local mode in CaF2 at

similar temperatures. 8 This large difference in lifetimes might be a

consequence of the fact that internal modes of molecules can exist with-

out a lattice whereas local modesof monatomic impurities depend on the

surrounding lattice for their very existence and hence are more strongly

coupled to the lattice. The lifetime of ReO 4  in KBr will be discussed

further after the KI data are presented.

KI Matrix

Since the strength and position of the v3 absorption of ReO4 in KI

(and inall alkali halides for that matter) change as a function of tem-

perature, the value of a will also be temperature dependent. The cross

section was measured as a function of temperature between 1.3 K end 300 K

and is plotted in Figure, 111-29. P(42) Q-switched pulses were extracted

from the CO2 laser by means of pulsed-discharge Q-switching described in

Section B with typical intensities incident on the sample of 7.3xi0 5 W/cm2

The saturation parameter W was determined from T , T, In as before and
o in

the data is summarized in Table 111-3. The results are plotted in Figure

III-30a. The result of the KBr + ReO4 measurement is indicated by a "+"
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Figure III-30a. Excited state lifetime T, Of v3 internal mode of ReO4

impurities in KI (solid circles) and KBr (+) as a

function of temperature assuming a homogeneously

broadened absorption line. The KI lifetimes vary from

80 psec at room temperature to 1 ,.sec at 1.3 K.
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No data points were obtained between 50 K and 100 K because of the huge

absorption by the samples. Even for the thinnest samples used (.05 cm

thick) the absorption was too great to permit measurement of T or o

(this fact is denoted by solid curves in Figure 111-29). It should be

pointed out that saturation was easily observed in the 50 K - 100 K

region and values for the saturated transmission T were measured and ore

listed in Table 111-3.

The low temperature results in Figure III-30a are not strictly cor-

rect because they were calculated using Eqs. (11) and (12) which were

derived under the assumption that the absorption line is homogeneously

broadened. At low temperatures the line is inhomogeneously broadened and

the treatment found in Section E2b should be used. However, due to the

sharp absorption line and the limited resolution of the near infrared

interferometer the absorption resonance cannot be resolved below 100 K

and hence it is impossible to determine at what point the line becomes

inhomogeneously broadened. Even if this crossover point were known,

there is another obstacle that would impede calculation of TI. As was

pointed out in Section E, in the case of inhomogeneously broadenec

absorbers if one determines the saturation parameter W one still needs

to know T2 in order to determine T, (see Eq. (20)) and there is no direct

way of measuring T2 . However, in spite of these difficulties, one

fairly meaningful calculation can still be made for the 1.3 K data.

In the case of inhomogeneous broadening the onset of saturation

occurs when the second term under' the radical in Eq. (17) becomes com-

parable to I, i.e.

"_.w-.-A



g1 41lul 2 Ith(l + go/gl)TT 2

Inverting this formula gives
2

Tl T21
g1 4ruJ2 I th(I + go/g 1 )

Here Ith is the threshold intensity for onset of saturation, go 1

and g1 a 3. The transition dipole moment can be determined from the
sum rule 48

41T -N re+22a (d)-Ic Nt~ lu1I'
f 3J tot~

where e is the dielectric constant. The integrated line strength was

measured from interferometric data for a number of temperatures between

100 K and 300 K (the absorption line was fully resolved at these tem-

peratures). The measured values were all within 10% of each other with

the average being cm2

a 110 cm11

Then liu2 - 3.9xlO" 38 (cgs). The threshold saturating power at 1.3 K is

227 W/cm . Therefore

TIT 2 - 5.7xi0 17 sec,
From the definitions of T and T it is obvious that T, T If we

1 T2  2'

assume that T, T at 1.3 K, then

T - 7.5x10-9 sec.

Figure III-30b shows a plot of Tl vs. temperature using the above value

of T1 at 1.3 K and the high temperature data (>100 K) from Figure

III-30a.

Since at finite temperatures T2 <T, the 1.3 K value of T1 just

LA1
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calculated represents a lower bound for T, (and an upper bound for T).

The upper bound for T, at 1.3 K is the value computed assuming homogene-

ous broadening. Figure III-30c combines the data in Figures III-30a

and III-30b and the shaded area represents the possible range of T

values. Thus far there is no theoretical explanation for the shape of

the ReO4 " lifetime data in KI.

The value of Tl in KBr at 100 K is an order of magnitude greater

than Tl in KI at the same temperature. This result indicates that the

relaxation mechanism of the ReO4  vibrations is more complicated than

simple multiphonon relaxation. A multiphonon relaxation model would

predict shorter lifetimes in KBr lattices than in KI lattices because

the KBr lattice phonons have higher frequencies than the KI phcnons and

consequently it would take 'fewer phonons to couple the excited vibra-

tional state to the ground state in KBr than in KI. The fact that KI

lifetimes are shorter than KBr lifetimes might be a consequence of the

qualitatively different absorption behavior of KI + ReO4  and

KBr + ReO4  in the region of the v resonance. The KI samples exhibit

additional nearby absorptions and at high temperatures have much broader •

\3 absorption lines than the KBr samples (indicating motion of the ReO4

molecules. It is possible that the ReO4  molecules in the v excited

state in KI relax to the nearby states and then relax to the ground
state. This additional relaxation mechanism to nearby states would

greatly shorten the v3 excited state lifetime of Re0 4

A second possible explanation might lie in the fact that in the

smaller KBr lattice the ReO4  impurities because of their size

k4
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(tetrahedrons ,.1.7 • on a side) displace more than one ion (i.e. 2 Br

ions and 1 K+ ion) in the host lattice. If this happened, then the KBr

+ ReO4 system would be intrinsically different from the KI + ReO 4

system and no comparison between the excited state lifetimes could be

made.

Although this section has discussed incoherent saturation, one

comment should be made about coherent optical processes. Although no

coherent optical effects can be observed with the Q-switched laser

(because T2 < laser pulse width T), it is conceivable that with a mode-

locked CO2 laser with pulse widths "1 nsec coherent optical effects

such as photon echoes could be observed in KI + Cs+ + ReO4 " samples at

1.3 K (at this temperature Tl ', T2 - 7.5 nsec < T). This would repre-

sent the first observations of coherent optical effects in solids in

the infrared. Such experiments would also provide direct means for

measuring T2 .'

H. Pulse Distortion and Attenuation

In the process of studying the saturation and lifetime properties

of ReO4  in KI a number of peculiar effects were observed. Laser pulses

(P(42) 922.9 cm"I) transmitted through the sample below 10 K were not

only attenuated but also distorted. The pulse attenuation and distortion

has two rather remarkable properties. First of all, the reshaping is not

the pulse narrowing which is commonly observed in saturable absorbers.

Instead, multiply-peaked pulses are observed and in some cases bizarre

oscillations in the transmitted pulses have been recorded. Secondly,

this pulse reshaping occurs in two totally different time regimes.
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Millisecond-long pulses as well as i4sec pulses are reshaped (the

reshaping mechanism is not necessarily the same for the two time

regimes).

Figure III-31a shows a laser pulse about 8 msec long before it

enters the sample. Figures III-31b,c show the transmitted pulse thrcugh

two different regions of the sample (sample thickness = .056 inch).

The vertical scales for the transmitted pulses are a factor of ten

smaller than the vertical scale of the input pulse. Note that the main

pulse is radically shortened (primarily on the trailing edge) while the

tail of the pulse exhibits large oscillations between 0 and what appears

to be a tail envelope of the input pulse. These oscillations change

shape and position as the focus is moved to different parts of the

sample. The main portion of the pulse was magnified and is shown in

Figure III-32a (input pulse) and Figure III-32b-d (transmittedpulses).

Besides being narrower than the input pulse the transmitted pulse also

shows multiple peaks. These multiply-peaked pulses usually have two

distinct peaks with a shoulder on the second peak or three distinct peaks.

As the power of the input pulses was reduced, the shape of the transmittea

pulses became identical to the input pulse shape. The power dependence of

these effects indicates that some sort of heating might be the source

of the effect. This conjecture was dispelled by calculations of the

amount of heating caused by the pulses (the pulse energies were several

tens of millijoules). Even the most conservative assumptions about heat

transfer from the sample to the 1.3 K He bath yielded temperature changes

of only a few degrees. This change in temperature is not enough to

ii•. L , • .......~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~..... ,...............,,"- .... ..... "•:"i ..... "--,,"• ......:.. ".. . .-. ,,i
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Horizontal Scale I msec/div.

Figure 111-31. Pulse distortion by .021-inch thick KI + .2% Cs4

+ .2% ReO4- sample at 1.3 K. a) Input pulse shape.
b,c) Transmitted pulse shape through different parts
of the sample. Note the narrowing of the main pulse
and the oscillation in the tail. The vertical scales
of Figures b and c are a factor of 10 smaller than that

in Figure a (i.e., there is quite a bit of attenuation
of the laser pulse by the samplc).
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c) d)

14

Horizontal Scale 0.1 msec/div.

Figure 111-32. Pulse distortion of the main portion of the pulse shown
in Figure III-31a. a) Input pulse shape. b-d) Trans-
mitted pulse shapes througn various parts of the sample
Note the narrowing and the multiple peaks. The vertical
scales of b, c, and d are 10 times smaller than the
vertical scale of a.

k
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change the absorption coefficient of 'he sample at the laser frequency.

Second sound in the helium bato, or in the sample also failed as possible

explanations for these effects.

Pulse reshaping on psec time scales was observed in several samples

of KI + .2% ReO4 + .2% Cs+, each of different thickness. The reshaping

occurred at temperatures below 18 K. At higher temperatures there was

no distortion aside from some narrowing due to saturation. Figure

III-.33a shows an undistorted Q-switched pulse (P(42), (Q00l-l0O0) band)

which was focused onto a .021-inch thick sample. FiguresIII-33b-d show

the transmitted pulses at 10 K, 12 K, and 14 K respectively. It appears

that the incident pulse is "broken up" by the sample. This pulse

reshaping was reproduced in this sample several times with similar results

each time. It was initiallythought that this pulse break-up was the

break-up of an n2Tr pulse (this is one of several coherent optical effects
46

discussed by Allen and Eberly ). However, two pieces of experimental

evidence have shown this not to be the case. First of all, if cL (where

L = sample thickness and a = absorption coefficient) is increased, then

the amount of breakup should increase, i.e., the incident pulse should

break up into distinct pulses as it passes through the sample. This

effect was not observed when L was increased by a factor of 3. The pulse

distortion remained about the same (Figures III-34a-d). Secondly, the

measurement of Tl and T2 at these temperatures showed that T2 < - (,he

laser pulse length). For coherent optical effects such as pulse breakup

to be observed, T must be shorter than both T2 and T1 .46 Therefore, this

reshaping is not the breakup of an n27 pulse.

'I _____
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d)
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Horizontal Scale 100 nsec/div.

Figure 111-33. Pulse distortion by .021-inch thick KI + .2% Cs+
+ .2% ReO4 - sample. a) Input pulse shape. b-d) Trans-
mitted pulse shape at sample temperatures of 10K, 12K,
and 14K respectively. The vertical scales in b, c, and
d are 10 times smaller than in a (i.e., pulse area is
not conserved).
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LO)d

Horizontal Scale 100 nsec/div.

Figure 111-34. Pulse distortion by .164-inch thick KI + .2% Cs+
+ .2% ReO4  sample. a) Input pulse shape. b-d) Trans-
mitted pulse shape at sample temperatures of 5K, 1.3K,
and 5.5K respectively. The vertical scales in b, c,
and d are 10 times smaller than in a.
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Continued investigation showed that this pulse reshaping effect had

a very distinct threshold power associated with it (,,,500 kW/cm 2. This

threshold value is about the same for all temperatures between 5 K and

15 K but is about 100 kW,/cm 2higher for the 1.3 K to 5 K and 15 K to 18 K

temperature ranges. Pulses with lower peak powers passed through the

sample undistorted while pulses with peak powers greater than the

threshold value were not only attenuated but distorted as well. It then

became apparent that the rr-shaped pulses were actually the incident pulses

with their peaks absorbed to various degrees. The threshold effect, as

well as the reshaping effect just mentioned, were demonstrated fairly i
dramatically in a simple experiment which was repeated on samples of

several different thicknes.-es with iden~tical results. P(42) Q-switched

laser pulse were focused on a sample which was at some temperature less I

than 10 K (typically 1.3 K). The absolute signal level of the reshaped

pulses was noted. The incident laser power was then decreased by about

20%. However, the signal level of the transmitted pulses went up

instead of down and the pulse distortion nearly disappeared. This type

of behavior can only be explained by a threshold effect in which pulses

below threshold are undistorted and above threshold the peak of the

pulse is missing and therefore the pulses appear to be weaker.

The pulse reshaping is probably not stimulated Raman scattering

(which is a threshold effect) into the vstate. The scattered photon

in such a process would have a frequency '~~- =583 cmf (N-) laser
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frequency, v2 : frequency of v2 internal mode which is Raman active).

No signal was ohberved when an OC'.I step filter which is opaque to

-1CO2 laser frequencies and transparent below 870 cm' was placed between
-l

the sample and the detector. The absence of 583 cm radiation rules

out stimulated Raman scattering as an explanation for the pulse reshaping

observed in our samples.

Another threshold effect, namely stimulated Brillouin scattering,

cannot be totally ruled out as a possible explanation. At first glance

it would appear that since the scattered photons are of nearly the same

frequency as the pump 9hotons, no energy should be removed from the

beam due to such a process (and therefore stimulated Brillouin scattering

could not explain the observed effect). However, in such processes it

is possible to have scattered photon in the backward direction anti-

parallel to the pump radiation. If stimulated Brillouin processes were

occurring in the Dackward direction this would rob the beam in the for-

ward direction of photons and flatten out or depress the peaks of the

pulses. The threshold power for stimulated Brillouin processes is48

2I

P(W/cm2) s a
2
yk ks a

where T bulk modulus of sample

c = speed of light

= permitivity of the sample

as =attenuation of the scattered optical wave by the sample

•a acoustic attenuation constant
I-a
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y = electrostrictive coefficient

ks = wavevector of scattered optical wave

k= wavevector of acoustic wave.

Since no values of %a could be found for KI the value of ca for quartz

or sapphire was used. Using

x110  2T O N/rm

SY 1011 (mks)

1 1.3xO- 11 (inks)

k L*T 5.8x10
5 m 1

s Xwa 2w sn 06 1-
k 1.7xlO

a v a c

aa a 20 cm-I

we have

PT 4xi0 9 t (W/cm2)"

This means that the threshold power would be 500 kW/cm2 (tfie measured

threshold power for our effect) if a s l0-4 cm1 . Even taking into

account a possible error of several orders of magnitude in the value

of cc, this value of a is excessively small especially when one remem-

bers that in the region of the absorption resonance the optical attenua-

tion is much higher. However, one must remember that the absorption

line is being totally bleached by the laser radiation. Therefore, if

the frequency of the scattered photon lies within the hole burned by the

laser radiation it is conceivable that the absorption coefficient seen

by the scattered radiation is very small. In any case, to rule out or

to confirm stimulated Brillouin scattering as the explanation for our
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effect, the frequency dependence of the radiation emitted by the sample

in the forward and ecpecially the backward direction would need to be

determined. Radiition shifted in frequency from the main laser line

by less than several wavenumbers would indicate that the observed effect

i3 stimulated Brillouin scattering.

In some stimulated Raman and Brillouin experiments the measured

threshold input powers have been several orders of magnitude smaller

than those predictc by theory. These anomalous effects are due to a

phenomenon called self-focusing in which the medium in the presence of

intense laser radiation acts as a positive lens and focuses the laser

light. Self-focusing is also a threshold effect (i.e., the threshold

occurs when the self-focusing overcomes the spreading due to diffraction)

and in some materials the self-focusing input threshold is lower than

the threshold for stimulated Raman or Brillouin scattering. However,

when the self-focusing threshold is exceeded, the sample focuses the

laser intensity in itself and this can lead to intensities sufficiently

high to exceed stimulated Raman and Brillouin thresholds. If self-

focusing occurred in our samples then perhaps threshold powers for

9 1Brillouin scattering (e.g., 4xlO for ( 1 = 1 cm-l) could be exceeded
2

even though a power density less than 1 MW/cm 2 impinges on the sample.

Hewever, Allen and Eberly point cut that for a saturable absorber

(h~omogeneously broadened) self-focusing can occur only if the laser fre-

qLency is greater than the resonance absorption frequency. In our

samples the reverse is true and therefore it appears that self-focusing

The relative position of the absorption resonance and the P(42) CO2
laser line is shown in Figure 1I-35.

I
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P(42) CO2 line

Ft

Frequency

Figure 111-35. Relative orientation of the P(42) CO2 laser frequency+
to the absorption line of ReO4 - impurities in KI + Cs
at low temperatures.

LiI
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does not occur in our samples. It should be pointed out that the theory

of Allen and Eberly is for homogeneously broadened systems and that at

very low temperatures the ReO4 absorption in KI is inhomogeneously

broadened. The theory for inhomogeneously broadened system is extremely

complicated and to the best of our knowledge has not been developed yet.

As far as self-focusing is concerned, the inhomogeneously broadened

absorption can be thought of as a superposition of homogeneously broadened

absorptions. The homogeneous absorptions with center frequencies below

the laser frequency give rise to self-focusing while those with center

frequencies above the laser frequency give rise to defocusing. Since a

large portion of the absorption is at higher frequencies than the laser

frequency (Figure 111-35) the sample will not self-focus the laser beam.

There are two other Raman processes that might be important in

explaining the effect but are unobservable with our setup. The first

such process assumes the ground state actually consists of a manifold

of levels which come about due to the motion of the impurities. The

Raman transition begins in this ground state manifold. A laser photon

(922.9 cm-) is scattered into a photon of slightly different frequency

and the ReO4 molecule is left in a different level of the ground state

process. Since the sample is totally saturated by the laser pulses the

excited v3 state of ReQ4 will have a nonzero population during the

laser pulses. Because the excited state has a finite population, there

are certain transitions that can originate from this level. Among these

is a Raman transition (and possibly a stimulated Raman transition) which

begins in the firstexcited state of ReO4 and scatters a P(42) photon
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(922.9 cm1  into a 881 cm' photon and leaves the ReQ4  molecule in

the v. vibrational state (which is Raman active). This process is

diagrammed in Figure 111-36. If this transition or the ground state

manifold transition went stimulated, then the transmitted laser pu~lses

could have the form observed in our experiments. Unfortunately, our

various step and notch filters cannot resolve the laser photons from the

scattered photons (881 cm1 ) and therefore we have no way of knowing

whether such processes are occurring.

Conclusions and Future Experiments

The pulse reshaping effects observed in KI + Cs ++ ReQ4 samples

at temperatures less than 18 K have threshold input powers of about

500 kW/cm 2 associated with them. These effects have been shown not to

be breakup of n2TT pulses. No emission at 583 cm 1 has been observed

which indicates that these effects are not stimulated Raman scattering

processes originating in the ground state of ReQ4  Stimulated Raman

scattering originating from the laser-populated first-excited V3state

of ReQ4  and stimulated Brillouin scattering cannot be ruled out a

possible explanations of the observed effect because we were not able

to study the frequency dependence of the light emitted from the sample

in the region of the pump laser frequency. A spectral analysis of the

radiation from the sample in the forward and backward direction would

r most likely explain the nature of the observed threshold effect. Certain

information as to the nature of the effect could be obtained without

doing spectral analysis of the emitted radiation. By using the 10Q0-ý2

resistor attached to the sample as a bolometer (using the bias circuit
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P(42) Roman Scattered
Laser Photon Photon 881 cm-

922.9 cm-I

II

113

Figure 111-36. Diagram of a Raman scattering process originating in
the v? vibrational state and ending in the v1 vibra-
tional state.

.i
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described in Section C) one could monitor the heat dissipated in

sample as a function of input power. If, at the threshold power, V•<?

heating shows a sudden increase the threshold process involves phonens

whereas if the heating curve shows no sudden increase with inpu.'

in the vicinity of the threshold, then the process involves

and excludes Brillouin scattering as a possible explanation.

Since the 'd3 vibrational level of the ReO4  impurities is tc,.2.

saturated by Q-switched laser puls-s there is adi vj-,1,01 N ty u.

the excited-state spectrum (i.e., infrared active transitions

originating in the v3 vibrational level) of the Re04 -alkali hal 4 ,

system. This experiment could be performed using a grating mnnnr5 ý

and the Q-switched CO2 laser. A fast detector monitoying the

monochromator beam would exhibit "negative" pulses when a transiti!.. A

the excited state of ReO4  occurs. The entire excited-state spe,: rum

of ReO4  in alkali halides could be mapped out by sweeping the frequency

of the grating monochromator.

Coherent optical effects might be observable with a mode-locked (u2

laser putting out nanosecond pulses. Faster detectors and a modr loicked

laser would be required but the dividends could be quite spectaclil/-r

Not only would this provide a direct measure of T2 at 1.3 K but it . '½

conceivably open a new field of infrared coherent optical effects in

solids.

k

wi.i.
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